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-~ .. -:, 
, ' CHAPr .... &t ...... A 
EL»tENTARY THF.ORY OF TOPOU>GICAL GROUPS 
The study of topological groups is essentially the study of 
a fundamental mathematical structure,_ the group, to which the 
.- .. . ~ 
notion of limit is attached• . Historically the'.( abstracti.ons· ·ot 
algebra and analysis { topology) developed independently. 
Ho~ever, topological groups are structures in which there is a 
natural association of some purely algebraic and analytic 
concepts. 
. ,;- • r J~,.. '"'--·r~ ,i!- , . , 
The most natural definition of a topol.ogical group is that 
it is a set, G, which is {l) an abstract group (2) a topological 
spa~_e. ~o unite these two notions into one ·mathematical structure, 
we require (3) that the group operations betcontiriuous relative 
-.,' I ,.._ 
to the topology. Condition (3) must be made more precise ho1·1ever. 
The cartesian product of two sets A1 B is {(x9 y)f x E-As yE:-JV'. 
This set is denoted by AxB. Let 'B = {uxv \ U CA, V CB; U, V open). 
Let W1 ZE. 8. Then W/) zc~. For suppose W ~ UxV and Z = R:xS. 
Then one can show that .(UxV)/),(~) = (UllR)x(V/\S)E0. Thus i:f ~ 
x~wf\z, then there is a Y~8-,sueh·that xtYand YC.Wt1Z., namely· 
. Y = W f\Z.~ This implies that "8 is a base for a topology on AJlB. 
- l 
. ' 
·- ... ··---.. -· -· .. ··--~~----~-~-'fhts· =topcrl~ag»···11t-c11J:ten-·t:t1E·~prl}tli~~-~!lfJtl'XogJJ.n:!r:;; .. ··-·1t"C-Sti"tfQl1t";"'Wj ""er---·-· .. ~--~..- .. -~ .. 
# ~ t I_ .: 2.Q .. ,:;...:-..--,__-....,=- , 
. AxB is open relative to the product topology whenever tor eaC}i) \ 
element (x,y)6. W there are open sets U; V containing x, y 
respectively such that UxVC.W. "UxV is a nbd. of (a~b) iff U is a 
-
.. ·.,;. .. , ..... , .................. ~ . . . •• • .... ... ... <1111: .... ... 
. .. - . ... ,, ~ :~~~._. .... --· .. -- .. 




. .. . 
~--..,.. ----"'-"-- ~ . -,.--....-."~ ..... ..._,,-,,.,_.+:.-...-.-- . _..,... ~.,_,..~~- ----·-
. ' . 
. ~ 
nbd of a and V is a nbd of b. The tanctions0 P1:Ald3~A defined b7 _ 
i>1 (x,y) = x and P2:AxB-.B defined by P 2(x,y) = y are called the 
projections into the coordinate spaces A and B. An important 
fact about projections is that they are open tunctions, i.e., 
they preserve) open sets. 
-"i~ 
, The binary gr~p operation is a function fl"ODl Gl!G ont(\ o. 
' 
Denote this function bye. When we require that the function be 
continuous, we mean that for any nbd1 W9 of the product ab 
contained in G there is a nbd1 V, of (a9b) e GxG such that 9(V)C. W. 
We.can project this V onto the co9rdinate space.a by the open maps 
P1 and P2 to obtain nbds V8 and Vb of a and b respectively. Now 
Va xVb is a nbd of ( a. 9 b) in th~ product topology. One can see 
that 9(V xVb) = V vbc 9(V)C. w. We can conclude that (.3) implies 
'" a a 
' 
that for any n~d, w, ~f ab there are nbds Va" Vb such that 
V
8 
VbCW. Call this property (3•). Now (3 1 ) is seen to be 
equivalent to the continuity of the group operation. That the 
monary operation i:G .... G where i(x) = x-1 be continuous requires 
that for any nbd, V, of x -l there is a nbd U such that i(lT )C. V. ~ , . X -
But i(U:iJ = u;1c.v. Thus condition. (311) for the continuity of 
. the group operation is that given any nbd U Of x-1,· there is a nbd . · · · · 
Th. 1 The properties (3 1 ) and (3 11 ) together are equivalent 
to the follot-r.i.ng condition: if a~ b are any tt-10 elements of G, . 
· then· for every .nbd W Of ab=\ there e:x:i.st nbds Ua.9 Vb such that 
Ua v;1cw. Let U and V.~1 be oh~san so. tbat TJ V .. ,C:Wr Sines i -is- ... • .. •· ......... ~ . · . .,,,. - · - - .. · a .. - .. - ·~-.-- -- a b~.-- -~ ... -· .,. ~ ... ... ... . . ~- "" ........ ~·. .. "' 
' ,. 
• • 




.. ....__ .. ···•····•···· .. 
J 
-1 
continuous there if a nbd Ub such that Ub C v0 ,. · 'l'hus we have 
-1 
-1 U Ub CU V .,C.W b_,. Conversely, if W is a nbd of eb ( e is the a a '6 a 
identity in G) 9 then there exist nbds U6 , Ub such that u0u;1cw. 
c=tl ~l But Ub C.U 
9Ub C\v o Hence ta.king an inverse is a continuous 
operationo To obtain the continuity of th~ ·gr~up ?Peration from 
-1-1 the above9 let i~J be any nbd of abo Then 1rY is a nbd of a(b ) • 
By the hypothesis there are nbds V 9 V _, such that V V :'few. a b ab 
But there is a nbd U such that ub=lcv _1 ,by continuity of the b o 
( ael)c:al { \ cal • cal inverse operation.., Clearly ub C vb_,, , that 1S ub cvo• • 
So VaUbC:Va V01 Clio Hence we have obtained the desired equivalence. 
Th. 2 G is a topological g1vup iff G is a grou~ a topological 
SE_!!ce2 and the function f:G~G. 't'Jhere f(x1y) = xy"'1 is, continuous 
relative to the product topologyo Suppose f is continuous. Then 
for each nbd ti of xyi=,1j there is a nbd V of {x,y) such that 
t(V)CW. Let V and V be projections of V onto the coordinate X y 
spaces. V and V are nbds of x and y respectively. X y 
= V v-1c.w. Hence the continuity of f imJllies that the X y .. 
group operations are continuous. Conversely, let W be a nbd ot 
ab-1• Th8n there exi.St nbdS wa, wb such that wa~1cw. But 
-1 f(W
8























. _ , . .. . _ , The desiF~d · equi valenea is not~1 eatabliahed e, Th@Qrems 1 and 2 · , 
~.-~ .. ~.,,. ,.,.,.,.. _., ~~~: ... ':11.,lll!llfl.·~-.,..., ~ « .. ..,1~ .. a-·-1 .. re~ ~.Jt,,y~ .,..,._~ c._.~e,11111~·-·~ ~ .• ~- ~~~..;- ::.~·-!:;_~:.: .. :: .. ~·~.:-~ o!!.? ~.._.:::-_ • .- ~- ~ .... ~t'II!:,.-!. c:J-••- t..· ~· •---~. ~.: ~:.. ~-·~=-· ~- ~ .. ··~-~µ-·,~~- .... ~.._..,.... •. ._.,~,.~,. da~-
, 
together 1~th the definition given for a topological group pro"}.de 
alternative characterizations of topological groups. 
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' ., 
has already been shown to be continuous. Furthermore, i(i(x)) = x. 
Thus i(x) = i-1{x). · Thus i-l is continuous. Since each element ~ 




The functions L "'-R :G~G defined---bv.L,(x'·· • ·ax,·--!l··-l:x)···=·n 
· · · a' · a · . · · . c1 a ·J a" 
are called left and right.translations respectively. 
Lat Ra are homeomorphisms onto. R is 1-1 since :ra = :x:•8. 
implies x = x8 • Let W be any nbd of y = :xa. Then by defini tiQn 
of a topological group, there are nbds U , U such that U U C. w. a x x a 
( ) C • . -1( ) -1 R U = U a U U C\io Thus R is continuous. R y = ,a • a x ~ xa a · a 
Let W be any nbd of ya:-l. Then there are nbds Uy' U a such that 
U IJ-1cw. R"'"1(u ) = U a-1cu. u-1c:;:w. Thus R-l is continuous. ya a y y - ya a 
R is onto since an.y element YE G is the image of ya-1E- o. A a 
. ' 
similar proof will show that L is a homeomorphi~m onto. 
a , 
A topological space is called homogeneous iff for any two 
elements,p and q, there exists a homeomorphism of the space onto 
,. 
itself such that q is the homeomorphic image of p. An e~le of 
one such is R • In order to prove statements about 11 local ~~ . . -
. 
_proper:ties11 ~ch .are topological invariants, it will be sufficient ··--····-············· 
. ,. 
to show that the property in question holds for a single point in 
The nbd system of a point is the family of all nbds of the 
point. 
Th. 5 Let'IL be the nbd !l!!tem for the identity. Ir G is a 
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... • - • • • • "'- ......... ~ ... ' ... - :.ti ... - ........ - - ..... 'lfi ......... -<" ..... ,,. .... _,. • ' ,,..- .. ~ ~ ~ . . 
each X6A. Each x-1A is open tihenever A is open ~ince tra."'ls-lation '-. 
' 
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To see that A is open we can show that At: A
O
• Assume that x °"'1AE U 
fol' each xEA. Let V be an open subset contained in x=\ 't·lhich 
contains e. Now xV is open and contains x. VCX031_!. Thus xVC:A. ~ , - -
~ 
' Hence every element of A is contained in an open subset of A. 
0 
· 0 Hence_ XE. A • So A = A • Hence A is open. 
Th. 6 The closure of an arbitrary subset A of a topological 
. 
s;roup is found in the relat.;onshipg A =(l[UAI UEitj". Let xe.i. 
Then for e:yery nbd U i•re have Al1U f ¢. In particular tJ1x for X J{ 
. 
,• \ 
each u,it is a nbd of x. So A(\u-1x f ,!J. So there is an aE.A and 
-1 -1 
_, ?~ u EU such that a = u -x. Hence x == uaf UA for· each UE 11' • Thus . 
' 
IC f\{UA\ w:.1.?}~ Nex:t, we show that every nbd of x is of .. the form 
-- l 
· u- x ·lihere- Ue1<. Let U be a nbd of x. We want to show that there X 
is a .ue: 1.( such that u-1x = U for each particular nbd of x. Well, X 
given U _ _, choose u-1 = U x-1• Clearly lJ...x-1 is a nbcf Or the x- X X 
· 
identity since et U x-1 and U is a nbd of x •. QED. Returriing to X X 
-
· 
the main argument, let xEfl{UAI Ut: 1.lj ." Then for each Ut?.(, x E:UA • 
. ·. So for each UE?{_, 11e have A(\ lf"1x ; ¢. But u-1x are all the nbds 
of x. So we have shown that x is a point of closure of A. Thus ' , 
.-\ group has the follorJing propertiesg (i) If u2 V1::.U, than- U!1YE-1/. 
Let U be an open_ subset of U containing e, likewise for V o Then e 
- · e . · 
· (ii) If U'-:U, and UC.V1 then Ve"2(. This is clear. 
/ 
• 
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'.,,. 
tJ 
. ... '., 'c"·~ ,:;.. . . 
r.. 
- --~ '. : -'· . -..... ' - ., .... 
. ..,. . 
\, 
(iii) If llE U, then for some V&]{. we have VV-1~ lJ. If UE '2(, then 
u-1E.. ?J. since i is a 1-1 and onto homeomorphism. Thus by (ii) 
-1 
-1 
.<' -1 U (\U · '1l G Let t-1 ,= U (\ q 9 .i~r enjoys the important property: W • W .• - ·,r' t, ,. ~ . 
Whenever a -~et ~. mis ~his~ p:rop~pty it. is. called. _S:Y![lJJ1~t~o •.... TttUs ·-it 
x" Uf\Uelm1 then x1; u-1, so that x-1, u. Since x£ u, x,u-1. Hence 
x t U n 'Q'-l. Hence for symmetric nbds I W, we have W = W1 • Now let 
us find for each UE:"1( a nbd V such that VVCU. Since ee = e, we 
have for any nbd U of e, the existence of nbda V V' such that 
·" 
_ e, . e 
~8 V~c.v0 • T~king W = V8 r\V~~V89 V~, ,v-e ~~e ww~u. To get t~e 
desired nbds1 let S = Wi\W--1• Then SC. W, s-1cw. So ss-lcu. On 
the way to showing that condition (iii) w~~ satisfsied by members. 
• 
• J • ( '. ','J 
. , ,• 
.. , .~. 
I 
• • f v.· .-. t..-.... ,, 
or 'Li., we showed that given any nbd u,U, there exists a VE:°U,.such 




that vvc.u. (iv) For ~ach U€:'2l,2 2nd each xE-G2 :xrrx-le '21.o Clearl~ · 
.:J 
e•·:x.uxc:-11 for each_ XE.Go Let 1rl be an open subset of U containing e. 
( ) -1 . · -1 -1 We lmow xW is op~n and Jd"1 x is open. Clearly :xWx c::: :xIJ~ • 
Hence xUx-1 is a nbd of e. 
Th. 8 Given a group G and a subset 'l,( satisfying conditions (i) 
· . through {iv) of Tho A 7, a uD?-que topology can· be introduced such ( 
that G is a topological group and U is the nbd syste1!1 for the i.dentitz 
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.. of members of 7'. Then we have the following four 0 propert~_es for the 
. 
. 
f' . . 
. ' • ... " .. - ' • • ~· ,J. .... ..,_ "' •• •+- ell' .,.41 •' .. • V ..... • , . ~ ..-, ... , • N' • • - -- ,lit .... 
..... .... .. ~ .,.... .. -. ....... ..,. .• ttiefnbbfs of R( x) 7 ( i) F·cr each V E. R('x) , x i V. Ttds 1.s true since .... 








V = V'x where U JV'EU• U "V = U'xti V':x: = (U' I\ V')x. But by 
hypothesis U1 1\ V'EU. Thus Uf\V ,R(x). (iii) If UE R(x) and 
UC:V, then V€R(x). We have U = U'xC.V. So UC.Vx-lo Hence by 
. 
. 
... hypothesis Vx-\.u . . Thus V = (Vx-1)xtgR(x) • (iv) For eaeh ·U£ R(x) 
there exists a V( R(x) such that'U e. R(y) for each YE. v. Let us 
i:,. 
construct symmetric elements of1,( ... ',Let U~ R(x). Then U = U'x 
where u·~u O l\!O"tv tier~ is a Vf:U. such that 1:rvc.u• • So 
VVxCU'xCU. This asserts by (iii), just proved, that U is a nbd 
of each y ~ Vx ~:rhich is a n'bd of x oontained in U • Thus we have 
the desired four properties for R(x). Observe that R(x) is a 
function such that R:G-tP(P(G)) lihere P(G) denotes the set of all 
subsets of G. Let T = [A I for each x, if :K6 A, then A tR(x)}. 
By a useful result from point set topology, we lmow that T is a 
~ ..-'"' c'' 
topology and that relative to the topo1ogy R(x) is the complete 













. ' ',. . .... ;, •. , ' . ,: . "~· :. : , ....... ._," ,., . 
sense that no other topology co11ld generate the same nbd system. 
Furthermore,~ is the nbd system for the identity-. One can checkQ 
this by letting X a 8e ' .. 
To show that we have a topological group we need to show that 
the group operations are c
0
ontinuous. Let W be ai:iy nbd of abo Then~. 
.. 
--nca,:~;;:::..::> . ~ ......... ~ ........ lt, ................. Aldi 
.. J,.f__ 1 T• 91 •• ~ l. • .. ....... .. -~-,.,. ~,DQ,·,~~~~· ~~d>.G#.,_..4"~-e:..1.~,.b~c==,'1t,•-'~·,,r-.C!""'cr..~~'\T...-,..,-~ .,.._ w• .. . -~-~--..... ------- --,v-m- fi,''t.f;tt,.;• ·rtc-~"'r;ri~ff"-r~6% =1t~~--cu.~.frw1~ '(;'"' V" ~ ~ .. ~ '9 G uO V Vab C. w au m • . . ii 
But va(a.:.1va)b = VeVab = Wabo Now a=1va.E:'tt for each af G by 
hypothesiso So vav'b C Wab = vJu 9 ivhere V' = a--1va. So we have. 
" -. r 
- - " .. "": .- ·~. - ·- .. • - -~1~Il ~nat 1- he reva",UJ} r.'V'\.C,....,.,, t.; ~ .;S ~ ,.._,._.; -•• 0'"'" S · · ;o,!..!.•JW.l v v ..... _. M,1. v Vf',-1'-'& Q. c:bV,U ~ \.;VUIIJJ~U. U. • .. • -. "W -, • • • ot .- 1J ..... , • .. 'f ~ ..... ~ """' '9 ,11 4 ., e e 11,f 'f ~ '.t.11, •r ~·. ~ - ol,s,J;- -. -1 V"! th- . . . ;iii 11UW IIV . U \,Cl.L..1.l Cl ' -' - - -
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I 
-a-
Then w • w•a-1• Let v-1 • aw•a-1• Clearly~~~, hence V does 
l -L-~l -1 ( )-1 -1. as we 1. Now a -v CW'a • Thus Va C.\'l'a • That is to say 
1 there is a nbd Z of. a such that z-1c. w. Hence the inverse operation 
i~ ~~~~iriuous. Thus _our topology is., c~patible w.ith t~e group - '',# 
structure. 
Next we consider.the separation properties which are 
characteristic of topological groups o A topological space is called 
reg;t!lar iff for every nbd U of an arbitrary point a there exists a 
nbd V of a such that VCU. A topological space is called TO iff 
-
for any two distinct points x and y there is a nbd of one of them 
Whl.-ch does not contain the other point. A topological space is 
T2 or Hausdorff iff for any two distinct points x·and y there exist - .. 
. 
nbds V and V such that V I). V. = ¢. 
· X y X y · 
., 
Th. 9 Af!.Y topological group is re~r. We need verify this 
only for the nbda of the identity. Let U be any nbd of the identity. 
Then by property {iii) of Th. A7, there is a nbd V of the identity 
such that ef 1c:u. By Th. A6 we lmow V cVV1 since V-1 is a nbd 
of the identity. Thus-vcu which is the d·esirecl res~lt~-
Th. 10 If a topological group is TO., it is HausdorfJ •\". Let 
~. 
J 
x and y be any two distinct pointso -without loss of generality, 
' . '-~-"--- - __ , .. 
. .,, 
' ~ 
•tf ~ ~ • ~ - ! 
-- ·· --------··· --~ ---wercarr .. ·sup-p15sy· -x-t ·o-y-i\mew·lr 1a·--a I iioa~or ~he-rdenti ty·-wnose-··ens·t·erice '-·- ·· - .-.,c, ----,~-~; 
. 
' 
is furnished by the TO property. Then xy-l. U.. Now there exists 
a V&'U. such that V1vc.u. Suppose c £. Vxf\Vy. Then c • v•x = vy 
·where v and v' are members of v.· Then xy-l = v•-1v Ev-1vc u • ....... ..._ ·"'1:11111 
, .......... ,;:r: •. ,. ; 
.......... 
But this is a contradiction. Thus Vxf\Vy = ¢ if the topological 
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\ . ~-
Th. AlO is. but a special case of the following result. ·Any 
homogeneous TO space has the property that the sets containing one 
. 
. 
point are closed ( this property is called Tl). Any regular Tl space 





We next turn our attention to the question ofrsubgreups of a 
topological group. Naturally we are interest.ed in subgroups ,mich 
are themselves topological groups. Hence we must consider the 
problem of recognizing such objectso 
~ J 
Let X be a topological space and let Y C:X. We can construct 
a topology for Y called the relat~ve topology. The open sets are 
{r (I V I V. i~ -open in xJ. Thus U C: Y i~. open if'f U = Y /\ V, where V is 
:/' - _.. '> 
open in X. Similarly, U is a nbd in the relative topology iff 
U = Y/\ V where V is a nbd in x. Thus we can speak· about subsets of 
,. . 
. 
Y being open or closed or nbds in Y. 
Th. ll A subgroup of a topo~ogical si:oup is a topological group 
under the relative topology. We need merely show that the group 
. '="Ii l'I ftz ---. ·-
·-------~ .. ------ --~ 
operatians are e~inu-ous in Y. I.et a,b - Y and let c = ab-1• Let - --::,:.:--,-----_---·-----::--·· 
W be any nbd Of c in the topological space Y. Then W = Yf\Z where 
' . Z is a nbd of o in the topological space x. Now there exist nbds 
U' = YflU and V' = Yfl V are ,-nbds of a and b respectively in Y. 
Thus u•vt-1c.w. We have Shown that given any relative nbd W of 
ab-1, there exist relative nbds U' of a and V11 of b such that 
--1 TTITTI. 'lf"l"'t~T llei--~-~ _,_L,_"'n_. ,"""'""-'-·;-,,.-c>p ;l'',~"'i~·~.·£.. __ .i .. ~~-'.'Ju·.a a·~ ,:-,t,n·-+.1·.",.U'o·-u· .a •. _._r-·".rms y 1-··s U- -. --. n e . ,._9.UV':'li. ~ J.,.l~ ... ~.1. .. v_µ ... '-',.:-.:;"~-....-·-a•-~ .&. 'liijj ...,.'- ,~ _ 11 li1 
a topological group.· 
- ... . . .. . 
. ' ' 
. ~ .i • -- , .. .• . •• ,. , • 
... 
I . . ·" 




~ .. , 
Th. i2 If A and B are any two subsets of a topological group 
-... -1· 
· then (i) Ifie.AB and (ii) A-1- = i o To prove (i) let xEAB. · T~en 
1', 
ca=, ~___, c::::.:, 
· x = ab 1-rhere a, A and b ~Bo Let 1r1 be any nbd of x. Then there 
ex:i~t nbds U and Ub 5UCh that U Ube.ti. Now U .meets A and.tJb meets a . a . a . . . 
. ': ~ B at a' an<:I .b' · respectively since· every nbd of aD~ meets A,.Bo So 
- PG'> -a'b·1 6 UaUbCW. Thus every nbd lrJ meets ABo Hence x~ABo SQ ABCAB. 
For the proof of (ii) we begin by supposing xe:. (A-1) o Let N be any 
nbd of x. Then N meets A-1 • So y = N f\A-1• Taking the inverse of 
. 
. 
-1 -1 ?, -1 -L-1 both sides we get y = N f\A. If' N = Ux where UE '-\J then N = x -u 
. 
, 
is a nbd of x-1 • ThuS ~ have shown that every nbd of x-l meets A. 
Hence x-1 ca A., which is to -~ay x~ {i)-1• The argument holds when 
..? 
.-:• \ 
. .....,. .......... 
read backt·ra.rd. We thus can conclude that (ii) is true • 
Th. 13 The closure of a subEoup is a subgroup. Let H be a 
C 
• 
subgroup of a topological group Go (H)-l = (Iii) = H. Thus H is 
-- - - --is closed algebraically under taking inverses. HHCHH = H CHH. 
Thus H i~ closed under multiplication. Since He Ii, H contains the 
identity. - . Thus H is a subgroup. 
,, Th •. J1i. .,. .,.. .The clo~ure of an invariant subgroup is an invariant 
.. .. . . . . 
. subgroup. One way to show that a subgroup H is invariant is to show ~ 
that x-1Hxc.H for all x~G. Let a6H. Let W be·a nbd of x·1ax 'taJ"here 







H is invariant and x-1yxEW as liell. So WflH { ¢ roran arbitrarY .. . ..... . 
\ ··' 
-
nbd of i"'1ax ... · Thus x-1ax EH. Hence ii is an invariant subgroup, and · 
"" ... ~ .......... - ...... .,._ 
... the thecram is proved. 
:, ___ " --
~-----· 
-----~ 
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I\, 
_Every 'subg~up O with a nOD!)!J?tY interior is both OP9!1 
0 
and closed. Let x £ G • There exists an open subset U of G i1hich 
contains x. U • = ux1 is an open subset of G and contains the 
identity. Now u•yc:::G for all yE. a. Furthermore9 U'y is open and 
contains '1• clearly G = U(Y'y I y~q}o So G is the w:rl.on of open 
sets. Hence G is open. To see that every such subgroup is closed, 
we let U be an open subset of G c_o~~aining X0 o Then U = U'x0 where • 
'l.!, • • 
U'~'2(. Now for all x~G., (U'x0 )x0 -1x = ux:1xcG. Thus U'GC::.G. 
Since G = /) ~·-o / u•e. ?t}, we have Gcu•o. Hence Geo. · Hence G is 
-. closed~ ~ince tte ··· ali:~ys · have Ge;. G. · -
A set Yin a topological space is said to be dense in B iff 
-· Y=:>B. 
Th. 16 A subgroup G of a topological group is either closed 
I 
- -
., or o~a is dense in Go Suppose G is not closedo To shot-: that 
- -
--· - -GNG = a, it is sufficient to show that GC.G"'G since G.-vGC.G 
-.,·~·~ 
-implies GI\IG C.G = G. Let x E G. Let xU be an arbitrary nbd of x 
wh~re UE 1(. Let t E. G VG. Let y E tu(\ G. This . we can do because 
' . 












. .. _ ... . .. .. t t G and W is a nbd of' t. Let z = xt'.'."1y. I claim z.t: xUl\(a •v(l); 
hence every nbd of x meets G"'G• First z ~G. For if z e G, then 
~ 
- -t = yz xE G since y, z, xaG. But t, GNG$ Second Z6 G. This 
~:,.. 
. . 
' ~., . 
.,_ • ?"'\ 
. -· . ~1 ........ -- .... ----- .... , .. ,.;._ .... ~ ______ ..,.....__ _______ ...... _ ....... ··--~ .... .,,.,,.,)...,:..--~--~-~~"7'!1,-, ... ----·---~ ......... ~ ......... l .. ~ ........... ~~---· ... ~.-·• .. . 
· -~~~~,-.. --·, ·-- ·-- , __ "11r s-tf· since x;"·t -,--·y-~!J,· anct vv-e ah~eady lui(itr)' ti1at G is a group • 
Third, zE:xU. Observe that z = xC1(tU) = xU. Now since xUri(G G) ,i-~ 
·I 
-· .-.•••. ,. -~- .-·,····--·----~·;·----··--· ' - _ •••. ---r.1,..-- - ......... , ...... _. --- - -"'-. • -- _, __ ._. _- - . __ ----···-~ _._ • ., 
~ 
Th. 17 · T~~. ~~~-1~::;~- sU:"bQ"rou_p Wl4ch. 99:qt13ins 'a fixed o!}en mlhaatt ..... '~- ~..,. ~ 1'·• ·~ _,..., .... ., ., ..... ·•Iii ........... _..,. ,..~..,. ,~-~ "c'"ll\'.._~~~tt..sc ....... ~~ ..... -tit..._"'iif~~.~.~,s.Jll::1, ~-• 
-
. - J g · Q 71 ~ . , ~ 
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of all subgroups containing the fixed open subset is a subgroup · 
which contains the open set. The intersection is clearly the 
SDlallest subgroup. It has a nonenxpty interior, at least the open 
set in question._ So ·by Th. Al5, the smallest subgroup- contai·nir1g 
. . ~ 
a fixed open set'is:both open and.closed. 
\~,:i 
Tw'o subsets 4,B of a topological space are said to be separated. 
iff ANB = ANB = <J. This is to say that two sets are separated iff 
neither has a point of accmnulation in the other. A subset Y of a 
topol-ogical space S is said to be connected i~f Y is not the union 
of twe nonempty separated sets. The t1hgle to:pole~ieal space is 
caJ.led connected iff S is not the union of t~ro nonempty separated 
:-,, .. 
sets. The subset Y is connected iff the topological space, Y, under 
the relative topology is connected. S is connected iff S and the 
·? 
empty set are the only two sets which are both open and closed. A 
~omponent of a subset A of a ~opological space Sis a maximal 
connected subset containing A. 
Th. 18 The component N of the identit! of~ topological group 
~.s a l'l~nr,_al subgrou120 To see the N is a gr<1llp., let a1 b~. N. Now 
~ 
. 
a.N-l is connected since :tr1 is the . homeomorphic iina~e of N under i 1 
and alf-l is the left translate of :rr1• Since N is ~:x:i.mal a.'ld ef a.N-1, 
I 
\'h -
. ·;:-,. . . ,.{ - -•---
- __ ! . · .. - .. -
---:-mr have· aN""1c:: r1;--Tf.at- is- to-say-a.t"-<ic:~r-rorEi&eh-··a,blfr:· .. H;~~ N-1-;-----··-~· -·-- · 
a subgroup. To see that N is a. normal subgroup, we first observe ) 
- -·. ··----:~'-::::~--··_:_"·=-,----------~-·---,-
left and right translates are homeomorphisms and connectedness is a 
........... .._ . -.· '-~" .... .. .. ~.... .... .... -- . ... ... ., ... ... .... ... ·..... ,. ... ... • .. .,.. ..... ........ ,. •. 4 ... ••• ...·. ... .. .... .. ·411!1 .. ~ .. • ••. ,.,. ~ ~ • --.- ./ffri, • ~ .. • •• ..... .. •• • • - •• "" ... ' 
topological invariant. ei; x-\ix. Thus x-1tJ:x4::N. Hence N is a 
1· 
nonnal subgroup. 
""' • ~ ••• ··~ .. ~ ... 4 
-
' ,.., .. 
_, ' 
,, . 
. ' . ~·~ ~ '-" 
Let G be a group. The_ center of G • {. x \ xu • ux for all u f: oj. 
_, -
That is, the center consists 0£ all elements of G which conuuute with 
every element of G.. One- can show that the center is a normal 
=- ~ . 
- . ·:~c ,-- --·- " .. : ~~bgro~p, ~~<:.l ~very, ~ubgroup of the center is nonnal. Subgr~:n.P.~-·- _of 
- -~-:. :,: 
, . 
. . ,. -· 
the center are called central normal subgroups. 
:, 
Th. 19 A connected topological group is_~eneratea by an arbitra17 
. . 
nbd U of the ~dentityo That is to say!) every element of G is the 
- . 
product of a finit~ number of elements or U. Let V ""uaf \ n6 
positive integers} •. Clea:ly V is open sin·. 'fun is open. Now to 
. - _-·· ~ 
.. 
see that V is closed, let xt v. Then xU meets V since it is a 
- . 
nbd of x. Let yt: JdJ-l/'\ v. Since yf: V, there exists an integer n 
. ; . ,...,. . 
such tha1;_y, ~. That i~, y = u1~· .. un• ~ut y = xu-
1
• Hence 
~ \ . .- ,. 
. ' ' 
:x = ~u2
000unu~ So xEV. Thus Vis closed.1.,.Since Vis not empty, 
V must be all of G since the only two sets which are both open and 
closed in a cormected space are the whole sp~ce and the empty set. 
!·~ 
• ... 
Th. 20 ·Every discrete normal subgroup H (with the relative 
·topolot;1) of a conne.cted .t.opological group G is a subset of the 
Q~~t-E?f• (Hence it is a centr~l normB:l subgroup~) Let V be the 
-:,£1,l . 
nbd of xE H which has x as its only ··member. Now e-1xe = x. There 
· exist nbds U~'U.. and w or x such that u-3,,.roc.v. Thus u-1:x:U cv. 
of u. By the previous theorem, U gen~rates th~ whpla group. It 
oan :readily be seen that x eommutes with eaeh member of G. Thus we 
; have the desired result • 
.. 
. . , •• •• • 4 ..,. • •'· • ·• ~ , .- ,.,., _ ... •• A .. -s • "' .. • -o , - .. ~ -~ .. " .. • ,. ..,. • • • • _..... , • A; • -" • r ,·',. ,.... _, _..._ ·r-1& ._•fi, ~· ,.. t ~ . . .. .,. 4 .. .. .. ·• f -f - ·:·4,9 
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'· . 
r~ -I . 
-, .. -.=•=-->• 
< ' 
of topological ·groups. Let H be a subgroup of a topological group, 
o. The collection of right cosets we denote by G/H. (Right cosets 
are sets of the form Hx where xeo.) .An algebraiQ faet .a~out such 
cosets 5-s t.hat tpey p.a:rtition t~ group G into disjoint subsets •. - · 
• • ,, 
• • < • 
' 
- ~ . 
. 
In fact, two elements belong to the same coset generated by H iff 
-1 ~ xy EH. Let X be a topological space and Ya set, and-let f be a 
function from X to Y. An interesting and useful topology may be 
' 
assigned. to Y in which f is continuous. This topology, the ciuotient 
topologz, consists of all those setS UC.Y such that r-1(u) is open 
• 
, · in x. The sets U form a topology on Y since unions and intersections 
-1 are preserved under f • The essential problem which t-18 face here _, 
is to show that there is a topology on G/H where H is an invariant 
subgro~p -which is cong>atible with the group operations of G/H. The 
natural mappinS, ¢:G~G/H, is defined by ¢(a) = Hae_. This mapping 
C 
· is the key to obtaining the desired topology on G/H. 
. --- tr,,-. 
The 21 A unique topology can be defined on G/H satisfying: (i) 
'I is continuous and· (ii) if~ is any mapping of G/H into a topological 
space T such that the composition ~¢:·Gc:mpT is continuous then~ is 
continuous. The quotient topology clearly makes the natural mapping 
continuous. If U is open in T, then !f"1('Y "'"1(U)) is open in Ge 
' 





~ · .. -.;:, -· -.. , .. =- . .,, •. ·• .. ,...,.•}~,~=,,_ "•. :• ·,+, .... , .._."" .;;,o:,,<: .. .,---•-,.'•· •·-·, ........ .,...,., .,.., "-<•••· ,.. t,,,- ,;,..,.~,,·,, ... .,.,._ '<'· .._,,.;,. -~~-·~---·· ---~---~o.·a,.·-,~<·>~••#nc,~;c·,-_,.--.. ~--tt<>:."..-"'-•'-'•;-Thus ,' -(u) is open 1n G/H. Hence f is continuous. Hence the - . , 
quotient topology satisfies the desired conditions. To see that t 
~ 
. . 
..... ~-- ·~· .. ··~·· ~---· -.· . - ' -- - / 
1t is the only topology let M = G/H with a topology s, N = G/H with 
'* 4' l-. ~ ... ,:,'\ ... :- ·!1· 
. . .. 
-, .. 4 ,- - • , ... _ 
. ,. 
1' - <;; _ FP _. 
. \ 
Thus 'I' ¢n:G-,N is continuous. By (ii).J· 'f' is continuous. This 
-1 
argument repeated for 'I' 'td th the roles of S I and S reversed shows 
.. 
that 1=1 is. continuous. Hence the 9pen f!~ts are the same in S and S'. 
lip.at l.Y8 have sho~m_, -is t-bat th~ quotient ~opology· induced by the-··. , . 
. - natural mapping is the strongest topology such that the natural 
mapping is continuous and that there is essentially one strongest 
. 
topology induced by the natural mapping. 
Th. 22 The natural mapping is an open map when G/H is given the 
guot1ent topo1ogy and H is a subgroup of Go Let K be any open set 
J 
in G; al{ is open for all a E G since right transla_~es are_ 1-1 
homeomorphisms. Now ('1(¢(K)} = HK since ¢(K) = {Hal aE K} _and 
•' 
. Ha = Hb t-1~ere b 6 Ha• But HK = \J f!i.K I a GrH} which is the union ot 
open sets. Thus we have the desired result. 
Th. 23 Let H be a normal subgroup of a topo~ogical group and 
;;p 4P 
let G/H be th~ quotient groupo Then the quotient t,opology induced 
by ~he natural. mapping is c~m32atible vdth the group s~ructure of 
G/H •. Hence G/H i~ a top9logical gro11p under the~, quotient topology. 
I 
• 
Let aH., bH be two elements of G/H. Let W be any nbd of amt1H = ab -1iJ~ 








d' U., U open in G}o Thus ab-lE u. Now the;: e:x:i.st open sets V , V 
- a b . 
. 
_ 911 . ~- • • . _ _ e._. • ....wra.._ . dJi ...a ... ~ ~..,.,_..,-·- -.-.. .~ ... - ......... ~....,_.,.._ L .....,, ., . 11 .... &dlPft&lt .. -..~.._.,.._.,..-.,, • .-...-... • .,..,,..........,,.O!f.!-!.~~J- ....... ,,,.~"'·• ~,-,a.-.~~~~~t::?~~'t.~· ..... ~~~o.~-.r-A,tu.~'";;::::..!!°ca:.,t:1i"'·~~- .... :,, • .,.. ...,..,..,..a.J~-=::::- ..... _____ _. ;.. ,,,,_ · 
- . containing a, b respectively, such ti1a t V v.b-- C:U. Let Va' = ¢ ( V ) , 1 
. . a a 
v;, = ~(Vb). Both of these sets are open sets in G/H since ~ is an 
· open map the images of which contain aH, bH respectiyely. v~vb-l = 
:·· ... - ··--~·(iii)(yH) ... 1 where xiV .. ,a~ ycev-; :xH(yH)-1 = xmC1y..;,i·:·;,:.1·: 
a b · 
xy=1iJcw•cw since ¢(Va v~1) = ¢(va)¢(Vb)-1cw•. Hence the group 
operations _ are continuous• I I 
., . 
·-
-..4 ~' ....... • ... ,,. 
"• :, . ..,. 
.I , 
·-16-
The natural mapping - of G onto G/H is an ~ continuous 
• homomorphism when G/H is gi van the quotient topology induced -by 
the natural mapping. 
-Th .• 2b -t continuous homomorphism~ g of . a topologi.cal. -gro"Q.p. -G into 
another group H can alv1ays be expressed as the composition of the 
natural m~p ont·o G/N~ i.fnere N is the kernel of g., vr.i.th a continuous 
isomorphism2 i..2 of G/N into Ho That is2 g ~ °i¢• To prove this 
result, let us first obtain the algebraic property of the mapping. 
We will then shovr that the isa.morphism is continuous. What we nmst 
prove is the s0=called First Isomorphism Theorem of algebra: G/N 
is isomorphic to g(G). · Let g(a_) = a*E H. Then ¢(a) = Na = aN. We 
·mu.st' construct an is<morphism .from G/N to g(G) which maps aN into 
• 
a*. Let A = g'"'1(a*). Now A is a coset. To see this~ let a,a'E!e 
Then g(a•a-1) = g(a')g(a-1) = g(a')g(a)-1 = a*a*-1 = e*, the identity 
·-1n H. Thus aa-1e N. Hence a and a' belong to the s~e coset. To 
see that such a coset consists exclusively of those elements which 
map into -~ -under g, let x belong to the same coset as a. That is, 
m-\ N; then g(xa-1) =' eit. So elf-= g(:X:)g(a-1) = g(x)~(af1 = g(x)a*. 
Hence g(x) = aM-. Thus to every element a*, there eJdsts a coset in 
G/N consisting of all those elements which map into a* under the 
this map g. Now to see that the g map is an isomorphism, lat A1BE, G/N, 
in addition let 8.<S A a..vid bE. Bo 'I-hen g{A) _ ~ a-:!- e? g(a); g(B) = ,b* • g(b) 
·····-------'1lrl ab<i.1U3o Thus -we have the result; g(AB) = g(ab) == g(~)g(b) a a*~• 
- ---
·-
• "'4 ·~ .. , -<f- 4', -+ •I" ,• -<-- o> ., ,r• ...... 
g(A) g(B). Hence g is an isomorphism. Now clearly g(a) = i,(a) • 
.--::,. 















g(aH) • a* since 8£ aH. It is trivial to show_ that the isomorphimn 
is cont~uous because g • i¢ and g is continuous. Thus i¢ is 
continuous. Thus we have that g is continuous b7 (ii) of Th. A21. 
If f is a homomorphism of a top9lo-gical group G into · · · 
another group9 H~ then f is continuous iff the inverse or a nbd of ; . 
the identity element of His a nbd of the identity of Go Assume f 
is continuou.so We have only to show that f(e) is the identity in H 
to obtain the result in one directiono In .this case the inverse of 
a nbd of the identity element of Hj) t-Jhile clearly a nbd 9 lr.ill be a 
".:. 
. . . 
. , ... , .· : 
. ; 
-
. . " 
. 
nbd of the identity in Go f(a) = f(ae) = f(a)f(e) 0 r(ea)' 0 f(e)f(a). 
Thus f(e) is a left and right identity, ~hence the identity in H. 
Ii 
CQnversely9 let, V~(x) Qe a nbd of f(x). Then there exists Vf(e)£1..l 
' -1 ) 
such trJBt V0 ( )f(x) = V'( )o No't~1 let V = f (Vr'() and V = V x. fa fx e e x e 
. Then we have f(Vx) = f'(V8 x) = f'(V8 )f(x) = Vf'(e)f(x) • Vf'(x>- Thus 
f is continuous at x. ,, 
' 
An isomorphism between two groups which is continuous and whose 
inverse is continuous is called a topological isomorp.hism. One can . 
-• • r.. • ..... • ' 
· easily- -shew- · that ---the 1.semerphism . g induced by g lll the manner Qf 
r: 
Th. A24 is a homeomorphism iff g is open as well as continuous from 
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• --- -- M ........ - -· ·-"""'·--- ---- - gi-vups is analcgou.s to· the .. cpelf · homcmo:..~fdsm Th topological groups 1 · · · -· 
i.e., the open homomorphism induces the topological isornorpl1isms. 
'i'h. 26 If H is a subgroup of G such that H0 :f ¢2 then every . 
union of left cosets of H is both open and closedo Since H has a 
r .-l . 
·, .. 
. .. . ~ 
-
.. -. 
- ·.:.·: . ~.. -.-"-
.• · .. 
':!·'I. .... · ... •• 
: .. .r·· 
, ....... r-a.. __ • •• • ·. . .. 




open since translations are open maps. Clearly then, LJ{J111J is 
open as well. Since the set. of all cosets partitions the group, 
G"'V{:x!IJ is a union of cosets. But this union is closed since the 
c01nplement- of an open set is closed. 
' . . 
... / 
-- .. " t • 
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·rHE VON NEUMANN INTEGRAL, DOUBLE INTEGRAIB 
'l'his chapter is the first of three chapters containing discussions 
of how the noti __ on of integra ..tion can be developed in the f-rame-ifork of 
tC>polc;,gical groups o · tfuile the metlt1oda of integration are of intrinsic 
·interest, they are also useful in the examinativon or· the structure or 
topological groupso I 9 hoi1ever!J ,:'Jill consider only the question of the 
existence of an integration scheme in these chapters. 
A point9 a 9 in a topological space X is called a limit 201nt of .. -
. ; 
the rset }i iff every n'bd ef a meets M at a point other than ao A subset 
M of a topological space X is called co1U1tably compact iff every . 
,7 
-
infinite subset N. of M has a ~t point in r~7o "Countably compact• 
will at times be eJq>ressed as merely II cc 11 • A topological space is 
called second countable iff it has a countable base. Any second 
. . 
countable, regular topological spaqe is called an S space. 
Without proof I list the following results. (i) A closed subset 
M of a cc space If"':[s cc·~ (ii) Every co subset M on an S space is 
closed. (iii) If {MJ is/ a ~quenee of eo n,:nempty s~bsets of an . . . .... 
S space such ~hat Mn+1CMn for al]_ n, .then DiMi r/ ~ and is cc • . 
Th., 1 18-~ ~M be a cc Sl!bset of an S. space .. ~().· _!r9t W. denote 8: . .0:.r~lz,, 
. . 
. ....... --·- ---~ .. _:. .... ,..,~-... - .. :..._ .. -.~- .... ~.-~··· -~. • -.r ... . · ......... ,.,..,.,.,~.- -·-.:-~.::~~ ... _,.--=,..·-..-..-, .... ,.~.-~--- .~--- ~,..--·--•-.-~.---- -. ~._ .. ~.~ ... ..,-.~ .. ~ ........ -.-- ocws.,-..~-- ·-~~ • _ _....- ...... ..,er, ~ II' - ·~~~,..,...~.,;... 
.... ,.-....,._ __ ,.._ ..... ~.-..: ...... ~·.:. .. -... ........ ,..... ..... ____...~....._...-• ... #--, 
--
-
. .-,,. . I 9/ op9en sets 1·111056 UJ,,i5h cover's r·1o Then there exists a fL,ite s-abf~ll, 
NI-CN lJhose union covers r~1o It is not difficult to see that there is 
~···=·" ··~ --··-··· ' ..... ~-~··., .. · .·---·-- . . I 
• .:_____ - ·-·, -·--·--..-•,-·'-------·-"---·~-~, •.... _.-·.c._ 
- . :-. ' ... 
' 
...,., .. ' 
·, ·, .· ·"'·:. ... ~ . ·,·.· . :> \ -
-
a countable ff;kvnily of open sets rrhose ·w,ion covers. ?·1. Denote this s~t 
_b,: ~· : {uPu2l)~OOj)Ungeee)o Let on"" U1VU2\) ... lJUil., Then Rn a M - GD 
is cc. lie have the fact that M - 0 • (I - G .)f\M. But X - G is n . no. . ' n 
/ 
,____~---~~-~--- .... ·- -·- - --- ' --
-----. ~·- -
·-
, .... ,. 




. -.. ' '.Closed and M is closed by (ii) ot the previous paragraph. The 
intersection of two closed sets is closed. But for our X, closed · 
sets are ee. Thus H · is ee. If ~fter some nQ H is emntv(!I. then; 
·f n ,. . iP n r c'/., 
·. then· we are- done. Now suppose H ·f ¢ for all .no Then· since 
n 
H 1CH , we have f\Rxi r/ ¢0 Thus there is a point a~ ~1 tihich is n+ n . 
not contained in UN°.. But this is impossible since r117 e UN'. 
Thus H = ¢ for some n. Hence "tre have the desired result. n 
A sequence pf real-valued f'lmctions {rn(x)) is called 
uniformly convergent if there exists a function f (x) auch that tor 
0 
any ~ > O tht,z·e is an integer N SU.ch that if n > N then we t.1c1ve 
lfn(x) - f(x)I. <~for all x. Let G be a topological ~p ;-and R --
'.- ! 
-... } 
~be the real numbers. Let MCR. f:M--tR is continuous' at af M iff 
for every E > o, there exists a nbd U of the identity such that it -
xf: M, ::xa -lee U, then \t (x) - f {a)\ < ~ • This result formulates 
the notion of continuity of a real-valued function defined on a 
topological group. In the same context, .f:M_.R is called unifonnlz 
continuous iff for every t > o, there: ex:tsts a nbd U of the identity 
-1 I 
. such that it x,y~M, xy E. u,. then tr(:x:)- - f(y)\ < ~. A family .A 
of real-valued functions is ·called equicontinuous iff ror every E > o, .. 
there exists a nbd V of the identity such that if xy-l"'- v, xjly~M, 
. - .::..· 
...-o=•:•-•'-c;-~ctheii' 1f(X) -.:-flY}\~< ·--ror-;ri'i-~"the~f'~iY'. -i r&llilYA-~r-~-:-=· -~--::. ___ ,, 
functions is called uniformly "bounded on a set M iff there exis·t 
"· 
With the aid of these preliminary definitions one can st~te a theorem 














Th. 2 Let Q denote a family of lUlifo:rmlz bounded, equicontinuous 
•. ' . l •• ~ 
fonctions defined on ·· a cc subset M of a topological group ~1hich is an 
. S spaceo Then there .exists a un~~or.m.ly eo.~ve~gent subS!CJEf:ence ·o~ 
~ 
. ~ . ~ . . - .1 
i'anctions in every sequence of functions· taken from.d. This ·theoran . 
wilJ. not be proved in this paper. 
,, 
The central concept of this chapter is that of invariant 
integration. Intuitively one can think or invariant integration as 
a process much like ordinary integzriation but assigning the same 
munber to all ntranslatesn of a given seto 
An invariant integra tian is defined o-ver a cc 'b(opologieal group 
;. ... 
G if the following conditions are satisfied. 
<, 
Nl. To every. real-valued continuous function f defined on o, 
"-
' .. ) 
there exists a real number denoted by /f(x)d:x: called the 
integral of f(x) over G. 
N2. /°' f(x)dx = oe/f(x)dx for all real~ • 
N3. /(f(x) + g(x))dx = /f(x)dx + /g(x)dx. 





N5. If f(x) = 1 fo:r all x, t,ben /f(x)dx • 1. 
N6. If f(x) > 0 for all x, then /f(x)dx > o. 
N7. /f(n)dx. a /f(x)dx for all. aJE. G. 
' • • •.• -• ,• •••' ••,••·..-Jic> -.;", , •.,;L, ••••, "• •;:..•,·; .. , _ .. _.,.,.., •I~·:•"''• '••• '' 
........, 
-~ -wa~-/f.(axldx- = /r(x)dx ror·a11 aE-0~ ~~r . . . : · ~-... -_ --~-;~ ..... ~ . .._:~ . .;~ .:,. .. ,--; --~~;.-.- ~:~F.: --~-- ·-~~ 1. .. _: . • .. :. . • .. - - - ... ---11 
. J. -1 
N9. /({x )dx = /f(x)dx. 
~-1' 
_____ . -~--"-:"··-"-,-,,-, . ..:..-,,· -~·-·--'-·--'--~~·- -- .Le~ft-G--f-R oe a- eent-inueu-s ·i'li&e=Men.---l,at"-A-·be~ any fini-te"'Blloset---.-
. ~:t G. · Let A = {a1,ai1 ooo 1a~. We ma~ the followin!? definition 
l m 
which will be used throughout this chapter. M(A,f(x)) = - L f(:xa. ). 





~ ' • ·~'fl· 1·. ·-; - -- . 
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\ '· 
A ·real number p is called a right .. mean · ·or · r(x) itf for every E > O 
there is a finite subset A of G such that IM(A,f(x)) ~ p\ < '= for 
. m 
all xE. G. A function analogous to M is M'(A,f(x)) = 1: ~ f(a:.x). 
-- m 1 i=l 
A real number q is called a left mean o_f f(x) ~ff for every E > 0 
' -. 
•,, ' 
there is a finite subset A of G such that IM'(A,f(x)) - q\ < .e for 
all x• a. 
Th. 3 There is at most one right mean and one left mean. 
Furthermore, these means are identical. Let p be a right mean for 
f(x), q a left meano Let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then vre have 
IM(A.,f'(x)) - Pl < ~/2 and \M'(B,f'(x)) ... qi < t/2 for two :t.l.nite 
subsets A 9BCG and arbitrary~. Replacing x by b1x in 
\M(A.,f (x) ) .. p\ < (:./29 adding and· dividing by n, we have 
\M'(B.,M(A,f(x))) - p\ < '-/2. Replacing x by :xaj in . 
IM'(B.,f'(x)) - q\ < f::/2., adding and dividing bym,we have 
\M(A,M' (B ,r(x))) - q \ < '-/2. Adding these two inequalities and 
applying the triangular in~quality, we get that 
IM'(B,M(A.,f(x))) -M(A,M'(B,f(x))) + (q-p)\ <, . 
But M(A,M' (B,f(x))) ~- M' (B,M(A,f (x))) • To see this, -
_,_ 
let M~(B,f(x)) = ;; £(:ix) • g{x) • Then M(A,g(x)) = r g(:xaj) • 
i j m 
1 m .!!. f'( bi Jalj ).) =. ..:. ;» f (b; X!lj ~ .-~~ . '·~ . ..... . , . -- . , . . :1, ..... 
~-r<2. ~-m JI r.J1'i ..., n _,.. ...... -4~, ..;... ~P' 
_., • _ .... w• - .... ~ • ..... - .,, _ • ............ - ,-- ......... , ... ~ ------·-"·---· V'ff.t~· .. ~,""'1--.oll· ,,.. . J··-- ,,"".· ·.1,. .. - . .. . .. . .. - -· - --------~--~·-·:c-----· ·,~----,!.«·~ . ---·-·-----. . 
. 
. ' 
m f( ) n h(b·x) Let M(A,£(x)) = ~ xaj = h(x). Then M'(B,h(x)) • r 1 a ~ __ -, j m - -- -- - -- --- - - ·- i -· . ~ .!1 -- . __ , -...... ~ _ :£ __ : ___ ~--- ----£• -:! I: ( ~ f(bi:xaj))~ 1-; f(bimj):•-'"· ·.=_"c-~-~-~-------'-=-LCC-" ___ • ~ 
• • 
n • • m 
.!! "' ~ ~ - • · .. _ ... ~ 1 .., _ . ~ , , . . J"' . , . . ~Al.ti,. . . • _ . 




Intercllanging the order of summation we get the· desired result. 
/ 





-- - - ·- ·-:· - ,.- .- -
•I 
... . ... 
'j' I . 
~s mean we denote by /f(x)dx. SomeMmea we w.lll write M(t(x)) 
~ 
/ 
,, tor this mean. r, 
Th. 4 There is at most one /f (x)dx satisi)'i:ng Nl-NS1 N7. Let 
fat(x)dx be an integral satisfying Nl-NS, N7. Let p • /f(x)dx. 
';"' ~ 
- ' . . - -' 
'-.) ,, 
- .. • ,. 
-· 1 • ~ ,.. ~ ' 
We have as usual \M(A,f'(x)) ""p\ <,. That is,,- JM(A,f(x)) - PJ > o. 
Thus fa(f:.- IM(A,f(x)) - Pl)d.JC;~ Oby N5. fa\M(A,f(x)) - pldx~, by, 
,' 
N2, N3, NS. '!'hen we have \ faM(A,r(x) )dx - P\ :: £ • 
/1-M(A,f(x) )dx II fa X f (xai) dx = I° fa f'(:xai) dx "" Z'" faflx)dx == fai'(x)dx. 
m m 
Hence \./*(M(A,r(x)) = p)dxj = \far(x)dx = P\:; '-. S:ince E > O is 
arbitrary we have the fact that any integral satisfy.lng NlccN5_, N7 
is unique if it exists. The. ~ext; question is one of existence. Do , 
I, 
..N, ,, 
such "means e:xis't? 
·• 
Th. 5 Over all xE. G1 '"(i) max(M(A1f(x))) ~ ma:x(f(x)) 1 (ii) 
min(M(A2f(x))) ~ min{f(x)), (iii) if V(f(x)) = max(f(x)) - min~~(x)), 
I 
then V(lw1(A 2f(x))) ~ V(f(x)). I will prove only (i) o Lat !'I be the 
maximum of f on G. Then we have ,! I'.f(:m.) - M = .!( !:° f(:m.) - nM) • n 1 n 1 
, ~( (f(:m1) - M) + (f(:m2) - M) + • ••/ (f(:mn) - M)) ~ O sillce each of 
~· 
the quantities f(:xa.) .. M. is not positive. 
, 1 
'.,,,: 
From Th. BS we can see that the famil:, of functions M(A,r{x)) where 
.. 
f(x), defined on all of G, is fixed and A ranges over all finite 
' ' - ' "- . I,,~ l"' ' '• 
-~ -t- .Lt rt .. --a1- ,.r. .. . . -i... ~ .. - . 3 ' ' ' ' . i .a!!R;naM :.s, .. A.,.f ... ~.'!. .. -:,,;,?,. •-' ·, .:.f,i).....,. .. i3'.. grn,'J .... - ::.t..- ..... - .... -, ... , • , ............ •.·· •.• , •• , .• -·-· ._.,.., ___ ,, •. ..,.~-· · -.rg.~,.aD•Gt · ~-- .__- "-a.-. 't..r. ~ w ~S.U..:..i .... -..., ...., - ,r 
.~ 
Th. 6 If r is a nonconstant continuous function, than there 
- '\ 
-
e:xists a finite subset A<!G such that V(I¥I(A 2f(x))) < V(f(x)). Let . 
. -
iti • . • • ~ •. ·•· . ~..: •.,.,,,. ~ 
"• >" 
• • .-.. o, ...... a • • ... •• ... .. 't' .. ... • • - ~ T ..... 
. ,.: .. "··~· ... ·- ···--n::; .... -..... -" ...,; \ s m;·n Qt, ,frv-'J 4•0- a,c·ll -.:,..fe:~ T-..t. v:r '-- .&.1--.. 0p"'"'en· .... filc!X O.! I\ XJ j fil .m. - - \ ... ..t. .t. .. ~ ~ ..zo .!JO tJ ~'\l tJt; ~!!~ ... 





exl.sts an ·open set UCO such that t(u)c.w. Thus t(x) < (m + 3n)/4 < n 
-
tor all XE u. Now (ua-1} for all a, G is an open covering of G! 
(Let x( G. We must show xf;Ua-1 for some a£ G. Let b~U, a= x·\, 
· · then :X ":" b.a~1E uct1 .) By Tb. Bl thel'8 is a fj_?l+te covering of 1i~ . 
fom {UaJ1} • Let A • {ap ••• ,a~ where the a I s generate the finite 
coveringo I want to sho1-1 that V(M(A.,f(x))) < V(f(x)) for th.is 
particular A. M(A,f (x)) = [f(:ma1) .. a. f(:m2) + • • • + f(xar) ]/r has 
a :ma.x:i..mum, say at X;i_• Now :;_E'Uaj1 £or some j ~ r. Thus X;i_ajeu • 
.. . · But .f(~a3) ~ k < n, whe:re k = (m + 3n) 14~ So we llav~ 
M(A,f(x)) < [{1"} c:, l)n + k]/r < n = max(f(x))o At the same time 
=-" 
) ,1 
min(M(A9f{x))) is at leas"'G as large as min( f(x)). Clearly then 
. ( 
., -. ·:,: [max(M(A,f( x))) ·• min(M(A, f (x)))] < [max( f (x)) -~ min(f( x))] • 
.... ~ ,·· . . . 
, 
Th. 7 Every continuous function defined on G has at least one 
right meano Let ~ denote the family of all functions of the form 
-M(A,f(x)) where A is a finite subset of G. I have already pointed 
out "chat ~ is unifonnly bounded. It is a fact that a continuous 




unifo:nnly -continuous. Thus f(x) is uniformly contirmous. That is, 
given E > o., there is a nbd V of the identity such that if xy-1, v, 
. . \ \ aal IIDl 
• , ·+ t~ . f(x) - f{y) < • • B:nJ, given A, (xai)(yai) = xy ~ v, wh~~. 
• . 
,.; 11 ~-"9•f!'ts.,C,•fl,- • .,,. '-=-".,,. ...... ~·· .a,a;, ··-..:::-.._,,.......,_._. r.,, ,., t;:;»,lllf"•-,::~aC",,,.~41': ·1.•,o.---111t:..1r~~..-.. ~.--.,,....::,-... -u,..-..., ... 
L .... ~·" • ..... -··a --i~· A~·-· 'Th;;· ·rrcii:) -::·r'(j;~ ,.,. --:: . i • Summin~ over all a .. <= A.9 and 
. I ... ... . t 
using the triangular inequality, we get \ rr<:i> = rr :i) l < , .• 
II. 
Thus~ ia a family of equicontinuous functionso Let v 0 denote the 
- .~. .. · · .... - - g!D ··01:·-·tr(M(A1·r{x) )")··~or all l-i(A, f (x)) ~ Li ., No1~ t,here i.s a ~~quence 







. , -~ .• ' .-::~~~· .. ~





denote the sequence of function in A such that lim V(t (x)) • v0 • n-,.oo n 
Since 4 is a uniformly bounded equicontinuous set of functions, 
we have by Tho B2 that there eJdsts a uniformly convergent subsequence ~ 
. 
_ ~ 1(x)Jc.~1(x)} C. ~. Let g(x) s ~-~(x). Now V(g(x)) • v0 • This 
can be seen by considering the inequality \Vg = v0 \ ~ f g - V~\ +, ,,-) 
, \Va. - v o\ together with the f~cts that Vg > V , and Va.~ v o Now t:>D 
. . . n g en o 
if we -can show that v 
O 
= o, then g(x) is a constant. Then we are 
done since given E > o, there is an N such that if n > N then 
}~(x) - g(x)j <'. That is, for anyE > o, there is a member 
(actually an infinite nwnber) of ~ such that \M(A,f (x)) = g(x)\ < I: • 
Suppose that g( x) is not a constant. Clearly g is continuous 
' . ,. 
;..... 
.,, since ~ (x) is continuous for ea.ch n!. 1 Bi .Tht'"B6, there is an 
1'~--··,.,,lb 
• C:..'.j!;,N,• •~ 
A = fa11 coo,a~ such that V(M(A,£(x))),r0= v• < V(g(x)) = v0 • · Now 
letE = (v
0 
co v')/3. Since g is uniformly continuous, we have that 
\~(x) - g(x)\ < , for all x for sufficiently large n. Let us fix 
one of the gn(x) •s for discussiono Replacing x by :xai, we get 
I g(:xa.) - g {xa. )\ < € for all a E A. Adding the resulting 1 n 1 i 
, 
inequalities, dividing by m, We get \Lg(:,1) = ~ gn{:1) I< • • 



























. Since M(A 9M(B,f(x))) = M.(AB,f(xl), we ~ye M(A!gn(:x))E ~since ~(x)E..~. · ... 
N~ 0 • - , 
"/ 
~.-:1" ~ ...... - ,.~ _.":,. ~.,. 
0 
~~ .:..-. ... ---'"' " .. __ _. .. ,_."",'1.-.:J _a..c;.....,._ .- .. --...... :.••_.-. .. -~- ••.~.C, t•-••"~J ·--~··" - r--r-J;"~----~ ,-.~~. -,.~,: ... ~ ~ •• #fl:r:41111...w..,~-.• - • 
........ -~-· .... ·~--.. ,_.. • ..._.,
4 
.. ,nu~='ire iiavea·cot1tra(riction-· since we have that V
0 
is the glb Of 
{y(M (A, f ( x) ) )J • Thus every continuous function has at least one 
right mean. By the uniqueness ·result every continuous function has 
exactly one right mean. 
We ean pt-olle in a· similar· wat·tbit ·-everj o-ontiimous fun1i'1an has · · -.- · ·, · - - "···-~ · 
a 11nique l~ft mean. 
;., 
. ,,.- -: -~.' 
\ 
/f(x)dx satisfies NJ..;.N~. /r(x)dx satisfies Nl by Th. B7 • 
. ' 
To verify N21 we must show that /e.. f (x)dx == .c/f(x)dx. Let p be a 
/· 
right mean for 01t f( x), q a right mean for .f( x) • Then given e > O, 
•··• .. I . , .. ,. 
t~ere. is. an AC G such that IM(A., fld'(x)) - p I < f . • B\lt M(A., O(f (~)) • 
'\ ' .' 
.. ' ' 
.. o<.M(A,£(x)}. Thus W8 have \ctM(A.,f(x)) - P\ <'°. Di'Vidingbyi:,1._.,. ', , . 
we get IM(A,t(x)) - P1' r) < $1«1 • Thus ph, is a right mean f'or r. 
Since means are unique, we· get p/r,.. = q or /o<. f{x)dx = ~/f(x)dxo 
To verify N3, we must show that /(f(x) + g(x))dx = /f(x)dx + /g(x)dx. 
The first step is to observe that /M(B,f(x))dx Q /f(x)dx t"ihere B is an 
arbitrary finite subset or G containing m elements. Let p be the left 
mean or r. Then we have as usual. \M 8 (C,f(x)) ... p \ <, 9 for all :x:. 
. , Replacing :x: by :xb 1 we get lM(B.,M
9 (Cgf(x))) - p \ < ~ • But , - · · 
M(B.,M'(C.,f(x))) = M'(C,M(B,f(x))) o So we have . \M'(C.,M(B,f(:x:))) -,Pl < 6 • 
Thus p is a left mean of M(B.9f(x) )o So ft~7(B~f(x) )dx = /f(x)dx. Let 
q .,. /g{x)dx. Then there is a set B such that \M(B.,g(x}) - q ( < t for 
all x. Let A' be an arbitra17 finite subset or G. Rep~cing x by xa1, 
where aiE.A', in the last inequality., we have \M(A',M(B.,g(x))) - q\ <~ 
after- app+;r.ln_g the usual process. Since M(A' ,M(B,g{x))) .. M(A'B,g(xl),. 
we·have \M(A'B.,g{x)).,. q\ <~ • Now since pis the right mean f'or 




. . ,- , , ' ' I . -~, . l "' • . . .. '\ I 1i,o • - -· • - ., .•• -~ ~----:----~~: ~--,, .... ~ . M~,AB,,i~~j- r • -,~r-~-f:,, · •··"·--, ltsmm • .:be1lF·• -~ '-ttA "'»,~g t-X.i"1-·~····tfl~-~- e·· ... -foi-~arbi~l*lirt--~~-: ~ · '. ~ ~ · · · ~ - -· 
A•• Letting A 1 = A, we have, after adding, that 
\M(AB,f(x)) + M(AB,g{x)) - (p + q)\ < 2E •. But one can easily check 
to see that M(AB.,f(x)) + M(AB,g(x)) = M(AB,f(x) + g(x))e So ~re get 
\M(AB,f'(:x:) + g(x)) - (p + qJ\ < 2l.i. Thus the 31.1:"ll 01' p-"" ff{x)tiJc, 
q = /g(x}dx is the right mean for f(x) + g(x). 
. ..=. . 
' . 
. ·-c. ..... 
<._ 
' : -.. -,. "'•,,- ... , 
' 
.. 
- - a•-- • •• • ·-•·-• ••··--"' .. """'" ·- ••-- -·~·-- -·--"' • • 
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'l'O verify N41 suppose /r(x)dx = p < o. Choose , • -p-/2 so 
that M(A1f(x)) < p/2 < O as well. Since f is nonnegative, M(A,f(x).) < 0 
is"impos·sible. Thus if f(x)>O, then /f(x)dx ~ o. ~5 is easy to see 
· sine·~ M{A,f(x)) • 1 for· all A when f(x) = 1. 
To see tbat.N6 holds, 'we··,must show.that /f(x)dx > O if f.(x)_ is 
any nonnegative continuous function which is not identically o • 
.. .. . . 
Since f is continuous, there is a nbd U such that if xf UD then 
f(x) > h.> O where h is suitably chosen. As we have seen in Th. B6, 
G C u· Ua-1_, ioe.,., {ua=:J- is a covering for Go Thus there is a 
. a e G J; ~l l _ _ _ 
.· finite. subco-uer n£ the form 'L»Ua.~ :J.o.- Let A - 1a.1 .,a.2, ... ,8m1.· g~erate ,. . J1l Jf(Ea.) l ! !!J· 
this covering.. M(A.,f(x)) = ~ m J o For each x we have f(x) > 01 
·1 
-
~1 J= " 
and x, Ua. · for at le~st one j. Hence xa .. e U o Thus· f(xa .) > h. So 
i f(m};: h for each x., We have shown Jall'eady that ir~x)dx = j•l m 
}k(B,f(x) )dx v:rhere B is arbitrary. Thus /f(x)dx = /k(A,f(x) )dx > /hdx • 
. -
b/dx = h > 0. Hence N6 holds. 
Properties N7, NB are easily verified. We must show that 
/f(:m)dx • /f(x)dx. Let p = ./f(:xa)dx. Then w have \M(A,f(m)) - pl <, 
for some A. But M(A,f(:xa)) • M(Aa,r(x)). So we have 
-~ • ., • • 
-- . . 4 • -
-
















which has . the desired property. . . !Ji 
. '•.. ·~ 
. . ,~-·- ; 
• ~ ....... ;, ' ,... . • . • - ~- - - --:_ 1 1"tJ "Hl"fi'Y h'"9,-· -w<:r f± t'5 i, ·1JOJ1aid'6'1" /'ft:x:""l)ax.-« .. ~r~l-n- -a· COlit1miOiilf. .• . "' c • 1 =~=·i 
;.1 
- -1 . . -1 ;/ f'unction of x. Thus f(x ) 1~ _continuous. Heq.ce /f{x )dx exists. :: 
·-···: -~-·--~~---1'o·aee that /f(x-1)dx• ff{x}dx, let f*f{x}dx .,. /£(f1)ax. Now we 
can show that faf(x)d~ satisfies ?U-?~5, 1~7 • CQr1sider only I~7 • 






/f((a -l:x:)-1,dx a /t(I(a-1x))rut • /f(x-1)dx • .,Af,t(x)dx. Since 
I , 
' 
.,Af,f{x)dx satisfies the desired conditions, we have that fat(x)dx • 
-
/f(x)dx by Th. B4. 
The existence of a unique invariant integration satisfying 
. 
" 
Nl-N9 is now proved. The integral of f(x) tums out to be the ·· 
limit of a unifonnly convergent sequence of functions, the 
variations of which approach as a J1mit the glb of the variations 
. of all functions of the form M(A,£(x)). 
The remainder of this chapter will be devoted to a discussion 
of double integrals and a proof of a theor.m of the ~biP,i t,roe. 
1st G.,H be cc 9 second countable topological groupso The direct 
·~ •• .. ~ l 
J?roduot of. tl'TO group~ -~s their ~cartesia11 product. One can easily 
show that the direct product of two topological groups is again 
a topological group under the product topology. 
Furthermore, the direct product is a cc, second countable 
topological group. f(x,y) is called a continuous function of x 
and y at (a,b) iff given E > o, there are nbds V
8
, Vb such that 
. if xE. Va~ yE: vb, then \r(x,y) - f(a,b)\ < ~. An equivalent way 
of discussing continuity or· f is to define f on the ·cartesian 
product of the two topological spaces. Let G, H be topological 
- ~ 4-.,A.T - [(J-·~ ·· · }\. '*'- £ ""! ~, ~ 1_ · · T., L- • > L!_ i~· "'" · · ··fi.-\h ·· f ..... ~ ...... _ .. ""~\-···· --« ................ "'""".., ·--.,;;- . .., - --·- - .... . ; . ~- .. - "Sp&Be~·. --·· u.A.1·1·· ~-" c·x,-·y' . --Xt!ii t..r J --J n1. .ue~... Z: I:' l~.fxti i . r- !!! .1·tx, :-J ...... . . . 0 s C ~ •• - • , - - • • • 
can be written as f{z). f(z) is continuous at aE GxH means that 
.. 
·./ ~ vE,n E > 0, there i~ ~ nbd V~ in the product topology such tha1; 
if z E v~, then jr(z) - f(a)) < ~ • For the remainder <>f this 
\ • • ., •• ·... _:': __ .. 1111 ~ •·. 
. . • ·, ~ '" • • j ;.o ":'' ,...,,.,,... • 
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Holding y-fixed, t(x,y) is a continuous function or x. Let 
. 
.:, 
g(y) = /f(x9y)dx 't-1here for each y, /f(x,y)dx is the inte~al 
' defin.ed earliero 
Th. 9 g(y) is continuous. Indeed I will show that g ·1.~ 
. ,.. 
. ·-
. uniformly continuous o Since f is uniformly continuou.s on GJdl, 
{for in an S space continuity i,mplies unifom continuity), we 
have that given E > o., there is a nbd W of the identity in GJIH 
"'--}~uch that if' zuz=l~ w, then \f(z•) - f(z)\ < ~ and the i'urther j> 
property that W = UxV where U, V are nbds of the identity in o,H 
' r.especti vely. '\'since z = (x,y)' zrzl a (x':x:-1, -y•y;; where 
x•x-~, u, y•y-1e v. Thus if x•x-11£ u, y•y-16 v, then 
. ' 
\r(x' ,Y') - f(x,y)\ <' . If x .. x•, then tm get \.r(x,y') - f(x,7)\ <~ • 
Taking the integral of f - \r __ (x,y•) - f (x,y) \ > o, we get as in Tho B4, 
/ft(x,y) - f(x,y')\dx <~ • Furthermore., \/[f(x,y) - f(x,y')]dx\ <~ • 
But \g(y) - g{y') \ 0 \/f(x,y1 )cbE - /f'(x,y)dxl "" \/[f(x,y•) - f(x,y) ]dx < I:. • 
Thus g{y) iif uniformly continuous, hence continuous. 
Th. 10 /(/f(x,y)dx)dy = /(/f(x2y)dy)dxo That is to say, the 
Qrder or integration is immate1.,,ial~ lie ··pave already :indicated that 
/f(x,y)dx, /f(x,y)dy a:ra continuous functions of y,x respectively •. ,---





.... __.... ~-~.....:-- ·-· - -~~ -- .. ' .~ -· . 
the integrai or f(z) over the cc, second countable topological group, 
" 
G:xH. ·- One can shot~1 that /*f(z)dz = /(/f(x,y)dx)dy and ;'*f{z)d; • -
/(/f{xtJy)dy)dx both satisfy N1~N5, N7 for the topological -g~p a.I. ~. 
By uniqueness these two integrals are equal. 
.... -
·• 









This chapter will contain a:n exposition of measure theory 
and integration in order to facilitatei- the presentation of Haar 
measure. 
. ' \, .. : .. ;. 
S is called a metric 9Eace iff there is a finction d:SJS fR* 
such that (i) d(x,x) = 0 for all xE"S, (ii) d(x,y) ~ d(x,z) + d(z,7) 
for all x,y,z E,,S e From (i) and (ii) one can show that d(x,y) > 0 
-· 
for all x,yE S and that d(x,y) = d(y,x) • 
N(a,E) = [:x\d(a,x) <E} is called a nbd oi' a. The point 
a is said to be interior to the set A iff there exists a N( a, t ) 
such that N(a,E ) CA. The set of all points interior to the set 
11 0 J~ 
• A is called!..• A set, A, is open iff A = A • 
'rh. 0 Nbds are open sets. 
S is called a metric group iff S is a metric space, a group, 
and the group operations are continuous relative to the topology 
induced by the open sets d·efined above. Thus if lim x = x0 , n 
liJn Y. = y , then lim x y-1 = x .. y-1 irl a metric group. P(S) will n c nn oo 
denote the set of all subsets of s. 
·.·I 
I 
Sis called locally compact iff for every a s,/ there is a 
- - - -- - _,.......__~---· -~- _ .. 
.......... - .. --- ~· •• -· ... ·,........- ._.,_;.- .. Ji~~':!':=...:·-- I . ., . -- . ------. ~- • . •• ·- • ..,_ ,:----1-,. '!' -·- .""""'.,..:-:::::- _- :·.::....,, ::::-~ ·;: ~ - ~-- - -- --- ---- --- - .. - .•• -- ··-··· -- . - ... ~ .-. .. - - .. ,r .... --- - - • .,._ • ... 
N(a,E ) such that N{a,e"~'J is compact. 
Let S be a set. Let q CP(S) o Q is called a completely , 
·. additive class of sets i£f (i) ¢r:Q, (ii) if A,t;t ·, then S"-'AC Q 1 · 
(iii) :if { ()' is any sequence cf aats balongi.ng .to A·., 1'han 
- ... 
" 
. ~-· ' , I 






There is a minimal completely additive class of sets 
. ; 
~ 
containing an arbitrary subset of s. 
The Borel sets of S are defined to be the _minimal cornpletely 
additive class or sets containing the class of all ."closed subsets 
-ot s. 
Let f:P{S)-.R*. f.is called a completely additive set function 
iff (i) t(¢) = o, (ii) for any sequence {Ai1<:P(S), the function 
N m oo 
. ~ f (A.) is defined on R* and f'[ \) A.] = r f(A1) • A set function 
I •.. a i=l 1 i=l 1 i::tl . ,-~ . 
, ·' 
f is called nondecreasing if"f ·whenever ACB 9 1m have f(A) < f(B), 
-
and nonincreasing iff i-1henever AC:B 9 ,}re have f(B) < f(A)o r is 
-
called monotone if it is either nonincreasing or.nondecreasing. 
1' 
:' 
Th. 2 Every completely additive set .function f is the stm1 of 
:. . . I 
two monotone completely additive set functions. 
A ·measure function is a nonnegative completely additive set 
function. Thus the study of completely additive set functions can 
be reduced to the study of measure functions. 
Let S be an arbitrary set; fl':P(S)...,.R*. fl- is·called an outer 
measur-e function iff (i_) ~ is nondeerea~ing, ·{ii) fl{¢) = o, (iii) -
i:t {AjJ is any sequence of sets belonging to P(S), then 
a:, ClO 
f'*( ~ 14.) ~ ~ f*-(A1). A subset B S is called f'* measurable 
1 1 
l 
-- ·--~-- _...:::._...,..., .. _.,,.---.. ··.··-- · ---(som.et:Liias simply •inieas1.1rab.le.11 Y tff ··ror ev~!;J AC s, .~~ ("~) 6' .. ~ .. ·-
(A f\B) + ~(Al'\IB). An outer measure, f*j is called a metric outer 
~ i 1li,, 
~, measure iff whenever d(A,B) ~ 0 wheN A1Bt:.Sj then fll-(AUB) m 
:•· 
.... - ..... __ ...... 
..... 
.~. ·.: . 
' -
Let tw-:P(S) ,a. be an outer measure function and let ?'JI 
be the set of f* measurable sets. Then the restriction of fl- to ?n, 
is a :Jfleasure function~ 
~et S be- a set9 let QC.P~S). ~ ·1s called a sequ81ltial cover:Lns 
--- • <!.- ~ 
c'lass for· the set S :trr· (if ¢E 0/ (ii) tor eve.ry A6 P{S), the~ ·is 
co 
a sequence fA.1COl such that AC.\) Ai• 1J O l 1= 
Th. 4 Let S be a set,S)Cl be a sequential covering class. Let 
f:Q-,,R* such that ·~: .. (¢) = Oo Then g:P(S )=i>~ defined by g{A) = 
co co glbf? f(A1 ) \ A1, Q9 AC \J A1) is an outer measure. 
1 l 
Th. ·,5 .} , If ~ is a. metric outer measure 2 then every Borel set is 
' . ' 
measurableo. In· this ,;fay t-re obtain a useful class of measurable sets. (. . . . . . ~ & . . <...-. 
' 
., 
Let -f:S=0R*0 f is called measurable iff for each open set f 
. . . -1 
ACR, r (A) -is a measurable set. 
Th. 6 If f is a measurable function on s, and it A is a Borel 
$ 
set in the reals!l then r=1(A) is a measurable set. 
Th. 7 A necessary and sufricient condition t,hat f:S-.R* be 
c,l 
measurable is that f?r _~ach r~a_l number a8 f [ { c:::m8a)] be measurable. 
"-
··, 
The remainder of this discussion serves to illustrate how 
measure theory is incorporated into an integration scheme. 
~t A b~ any su9set or s. 'l'h~ Pmct-isn r
1 
:s ... ~ ~. that 
:r~(x) = {~; i~ ~:!-A , is called the characteristic function 
, of A. Let A1, eo o ,An be any collection of disjoint9 i* measurable 
subsets of S • Let a1, ., • e ,a_ be any set of n finite real nu.~bers. ... 11 
- . - .. n 
All functions of the ronn g{x) = ~ a1r 11 (x) are called simple 




.... .-. "·--,....... ..., __ . . .. ·- ... 
Th. 8 
•: :- -. ---- ____) 
~ ........ , -:-· 
. o·-
-33--
Let f:S iR* pee any nonnegative measurable function. Then 
~here exists a normegative nondecreasing s<:9uence of simple functions1 
~J si such that 1im :fn(x) °" f~c) pointw:l..s®o 
n ·CO 
. . ·. -. ~ .. Let A be' a subset of S which is measurable relative to the 
measure function g. A simple function f = 
n 





~ ai f A. (x) is called 
1 1,,_· 
finite. f is called 
integrable iff f is integrable on the sets • 
Whenever the simple function is integrable on a set A, we 
n 
define /r ~ !:a.ig(A.r\A)c /f can be used to define integration 
E i=l 1 E 
for nonnegative measurable functions. Leth be a nonnegative 




measurable function g. The,functio~ his called integrable on A 
iff there is a nonnegative, nondecreasing sequence of simple 
functions fn (x) integrable on A for which lim f ___ (x) = h(x) for 
. n-tm n 
each x and where lim/fn is finite. If h is integrable on A, we 
A 
define /h = lim/fn. 
- A A 
\ 
Th. 9 Let the no~egative measurable function hbe measur--able 
/ ( 
on- the g m8asurable, set A., Let {f:1.. (x)} 9 {~ {x~ be two sequences 
. ~ 
, .. 
of .nonnegative, nonincreasing simple functions tmich are integrable 
,) 
. 
l'W'! f-i,..,B sA+ A 'Ji'i,7*.b=- 1· ot n = ·1.; m! +• i ~?' '> \ ~ "i ~ -a·1.-·{1 k{ '": ',, ',--. - ····'"""""1·:.1-,·,e·· n· ··- ·- :'.'."~~ ... : ----~-- \• ~~I.= --~·~i~c_,~::~.~·~-~--_, -;;_~~-~~~~~~~~~.~~·--~~:: _____ •~ -~'•\.t..i~J.\..n.. ) J!-W& .. --ii - • . IA' 
6 ~ • ,,. 
lim /f ~ lim fkn• Thus /h is well defined. An _ A A . 
Th. lD Let B den·ote the set of all bounded sequences of real 
numbers. There is a real.-valued function.n Lim xn1_de ... f .... in ......... e .. d........ ~o ..... ~ ....... e ..... a ... c .. h
.. ··~ .~ 
.,,__.·. 
,· ..... 
[ xn~E'8with the follow.in& prop_e~ies: (~) 










.,__ . ..-.-.-_ - . . ~-- .. ;· .. 
........ --...... ,.;,.~· 
1'." > __ ,---:--~~..,~ -· ""'".·:, •• "··'-. 
--- -- - ----
- . 
-~ 
I4•(!lln + byn) • aLim ~ + blda Ynt. (ii) it, xn _:: O for all n1 . thaq 
Lim~:: ~ (iii) Lim,xn+l = Liin. Xn.11 (iv) if xn"' 1 fox' aU n, then 
I,im X_ C lo The function Lim is sometimes ca.lied the seneralized 
--n==··; ,_ 
limit ofJ a sequence.:, 
'~, l' 
. 
The statement of Theorem 10 completes the exposition on some 
elements of measure theory and integration. I now turn to consider 
Haar measure. 
Let H be a locally compact metric group. . A measureµ- is 




-- -- - ------- -- - - -----~ 
B or H9 (ii) fot,(xG) "'JA,(G) for every xiH9 o,tB, i.e.,p is invariant 
~der left ·translation, (iii) /As(C) is finite for all compact subsets 
c, (iv) /4(U) is positivE3, for all_open sets'U :/ ¢. T~e main task 
. . 
re1uaining is to show that a left Haar measure exists. 
Let S be a covering of H which contains H,-- ¢, and the set S • 
of all nonempty open sets whose closures are compact. Clearly, 
Sis a sequential covering. 
Th. 11 Every compact set C of H is covered by a finite number 
n 
of·sets of the form S 8 2_ ieeo1 cc:yA1 whe~ A1"S'0 ~Since·~ is 
1 
locally compact, we can cover each point of C by a, nbd whose closures 
are- coinpact. Sine~ all the nbds are opert sets, .we have covered c 
. i,."'°'Q • 1-~ 
-
,., 
-·-ff""' ,. ~ 
• •• .,.. ........ .- •• ·--···- ... - . 
~·~~':'-
·-- _ ........ /0--.J - .. -~ ... - ·--- ~---4~. --.... ~-= ---... ., ...... - --· -- . 
--by a family of nonempty open sets whose closures are cornpact. Since 
C is compact, we can cover C by- a finite subset of the above 
mentioned open sets each of l"Jhich belongs to S • • -
,.. . ... 
In Tho c4.,, an outer measure ·was obtained from a real--valued 
fu.-iction defined on a sequential. ·cover4,-w--ig4j , .. We wi.11 now· tr, to 
obtain such a i\lnction. 
' ... _:· 
)I""-, 
\e, •.• ,_... • ... .. ., t, .·0-. 
... 
. ---," • -~~-· -.--~<-t~--·-•·-----~- __ ·•-, • _ -.'.•-. ;.:0·-..... _..---., _,: • -=,~ •• c ....... ~-a-~-· .... ~-.,...-·a~.---.,.·-··--. 
-::-
'l'h. 12 Let AES', 





Gan arbitrm open set. Then {:.xoJ JrlrIG-ll 
- 11 ' -1 If YE A9 then ye~ "&ID~_!e X = yg • 
Let ue Se, G an arbitraJY open set 9 (U:G) denotes the least 
·•. ' -, 
.. ·- - ' 
, ~ _~ mmber .of. left translatioris of' G which_ cover u. Since U is compact,· 
. ~ -·-:-,. : :. ': : .. ;. 
.... ~-
(U:G) is finite •.. 
. . 
Th. 13 LE,t U., Ve S • 1 W a nonempty open set. Then we have 
l ~ (U:W) $. (U:V) (V:lrl) o The statement l < (U:V) is obvious. If 
-
(U:V)(V~i) < (U:W)~ then (U:W) would not represent the smallest 
munber of translations of \if ~Jhich coit~rs U since by covering U with 
translates of v, v with translates of W one could obtain a smaller 
cowring of U by translates of w. 
Let U O denote a fixed member of S • • Let A be any member of 
S ', G any nonempty open set. Then we can define the following 
re~1-valued function. t0(A) = (A:G)/(U 0 :G). 
The 14 fo:s 4R is a bounded function depending. only on o. 
R~ting- the result of Tho 0139 we get l/(U 0 :G),:: (A:G)/(U0 :G) ~ (A:U0 ). . ' 
. 
That is, l/(U0 :G) ~ r0 (A) ~ (A:U 0 ). (A:U 0 ) is a uniform upp~r bound 
whil.e l/(U 0 :G) is merely a lower bound -without being unifonn. Clearly 




. 1 . .. . - '•y,. 
Th. 15 Let. V = N(e,n). Then f'or each A s I, J+, _(A~ ,is a ' . . 
..;.. . . . . , 
. , •·- ~-· •• .' • -··. • ••• -~ •. · " • ·•· · · · ,. ·, _;, ,_;..;...: :.'.... .,._ •• ·• .,.. . . •• .c .•. ,cc 1:.~----~--~- ·-:---· __ , .c,_;,- ~ cc,·• .r ''"' -~• ... ;::,.,,.., •- _.,_,-..,.,.,..,. •. ;110,E.""-. 
·· ·· ·· ,. ·· · · · · -· · bOllnded sequehc~ · of real ~umbers. This is obvious by Tho clh. 
Let A~S 9 o We define ... (A) = ·Lim f. (A) 9 f(O,) ~ 0~ f(S) = CD it 
-----...... -- V ........,.;,;,: rt tG ,4 ' 
""'·-·-"" , .. ~. 'c,~ .. ~-~ ... ,.~_ .. ; •• , __ ..., •• .:. •• .._:,..:. •• _....: __ ..,.__, ______ "·--·· ---··---·---· .... ""'· ... ·-" ...... -···"· --·······- ' ' ... ' ' . .., = .. .. ,. . n r : • Sis not compact, vn1ere T,im. is the generalized 1~°11it of'.The ClOe 
. 
. ~ 
Let . A be an a1Dbi trarc1 subset of S • Define· ~*(A)=-
······- ~~·· ,·~.zi.,..,. 
_ n . n -





- - -- ·-·--·-- -----· -~- -~- --- -· ----·---------~------···----·---~-~--'------- -- ---
-·-4 ,,···-~- • 
. 
l':* is ~n outer measure. This tollowa from Th. c4. 
A number of preliminary results ·are needed to show that }AA 
is a metric outer measureo 
Th. 17 0 < f(A) < co for all AE S 1 • We can see that 




Lim([fV (.A) ](U0 :G) - 1) ~ o. By (i) we have (U 0 :G)!Jm fV· (.A.) - J.im 1 ! O. 
n n . 
But Tlim l = 1, so Lim fV. (A) ,:: 1/(U 
0
:G) > o. So f(A) > o. A similar 
n 
argmnent shows that f(A) < (A:U) < ClD if AES 1 .A 
Th. l8 If A1~ 2~s 0 » ~nd i:f d(A1sA2) :: 4 ?-. O'=j;hen 
. £(A1\J_A2) · = f(A1) + f (A2).! If n ::-- 1/d i'b is olea1~ that 
('1_UA2:Vn) • (A1 :Vn) + (A2:Vn)• Now fv (A11.JA2) = (A1VA2:Vn)/(U0 1Vn) •.;. 1c n . 
. . ....-
holds if n > 1/d. Since Lim f v • Lim fv , we have Lim fv • Lim fy , 
n+l n i;n n 
where m • n + [l/d] + 1 and where [ ] denotes the DJ.argest integer 
. 
.functionn. Hence Lim fv (A1VA2) = Lim[fv (A1) + fV. {.A.2)] = m m m 
Lim f V (Al) +, Lim fv (A2) • Therefore f(Al \J 12) ... , f{Al) + f{A2) • 
m · m . 
Th. 19 
~-
U o E. S', we have fV. {.A. VA2) = {A1UA2:Vn)/(U0 :Vn) ! fV {A1) + fV. {A2), n l .. :p. n 
- . 
.... ··-· .. -· ··~··--------·------,-:..·.~·~.--~----···---·--:·~·-·-·:1rter··writ'ing ft;··(Ai) -t ·f"
1 
(A2) • fv -(A1 · t·~t ~· ·o- for-·all-··n-,-------1:---can ... _~·--·------· ,~·-.. ---:-.-"---·--. 
'·. Vn VD D - ... . 
~~ --· ~ . ... ... . take the generalized l:iJnit to obtain ~ .. !v (A1 YJ.2) ~ Lim fv:,1A1}_+. _ _ 
. n · n 




,_.,-,• ,-_ • - T -
• • ,· ~~ '' 1 • : 
• 
. 
Th. 20 If 11,12& s • 1 ~1t;A2, then t(A1)Ct(.A2).! For an7 Vn 
we haw (A
1
:Vn) ~ (A2 :Vn)• AppJ.):iltg the argument of the previous 
"'"· 
theorem, 1-re can see the de~ired result. 
Th. 21 ~* is a metric·· outer m~asure. By Th. c4, /4* is ~ 
.. 
. outer measure o To_ see· that J:A,{r is metric, we need· t<? show that 
for any two arbitrary subsets A,B of S such that d(A 9B) > o., we 
have ~*(AUB) c /~(A) + ~(B). It AVB is not covered by a 
. ...... 
• 
sequ~nce of sets from S 0 , then pt.*(A U B) = f (S) since only S covers 
AU Bo But f(S) = oo since S cannot be covered by a sequence of sets 
from. S' 0 Since A and :B are disjoint, either A or B cannot be 
covered by -a sequence of sets from S 8 but only by So Thus 
J'-*(A) + ~(B_) = f(S) = m• Thus /A*(AVB) = ~(A) + ~(B). 
Suppose A,B are arbitrary subsets such that d{A,B) = d >-0 
and each can be covered by a sequence of sets from S • • Let uA, U 
. B 
be two open sets such that A~UA, BC:UB and ~(UA,UB) > o. Since 
/J.~(A \JB) is an inf, we have that for each E > 0 there exists a 
sequence {AjJ C. S' eovering ~AV UB such that ?O:i f'(Ai) .::: ~(A B} + 4 • 
' . 
Let ~i = Ail\ UA' Ki = A1f\UB. Clearly. Hi- and Ki a-re none~ty and·. 
op~n. To. see that~' ~ are compact, note that Hi,KiC Ai. So. 
~,~C'1• Thus Hi'Ki'-S'. Now note that H1U Kie~, so by Th. 020, 
. -
- er.·. -· Cr . -~- ~ ·4"'-·' ~- -- ..,.;..,·-4:.,;t.~-- ~-".i:;, . .. , ~'f.'.•~Allllllllllr.Ar . ..,.,.. cs AO 411' ~,c., .. ...,_.. ... -..fP.. ·.1•• .-.,.· .... _ .. C:'* .. e't' • •· .,c.- ·•.C".=c..-._;.· '!:J-.":,;;..c •,• ~, c::c....,.. .c., __ .,. - .... ...: .,~ .._ <f:!!tl_•";t'....-, • ~ °"~ - . WtC.-,1. .. • .......... <,af"...,.. cara.e., ...Ua. tllt.iliit,;i.• .at:~~-~;~. 
_, we ha'Ve that £(H1 V Ki) _:: f(Ai) e By 'l'h. Cl8, we have . 
f(H.) + f(~.) < f(A.) for each n. From this construction, one can 1 l. - 1 ·- . . 
co a:) 
see that ~*(A) + ~(B) _::: !J.f(Hs) + f:
1
£(~), i.e., UH;i., UKi. 
r 
a, -In " ~... ....,111!1 ...... .~ ... .,.::, . .,,. - .. 
are COV8:Fsfor A, B respectiv8ly. :&it ~ f'(H1) + %' f(K1~) ~ i=l i=l -
- -
-
.. :.:.~' ... ~ ... ._..... 
-··--·-- -·~- ,~~--=- - ..... = -.: ____ ., __ ._-~--- ........ ,,.,-.--.-:-:-,,.,7'_~)7:f __ !··, - ~=- ... _. _ .. ~--- ·. -· - . ~ .-
·., _, ·.:c.,..-.:,.;-~,lf~----~·"-"""".~•-•~---=_.- .,-r•~·---·,--.-" •,-.." __ r~ ---
)'it ....... .; . 
• Iii,. - - ... - - . ..._;·:-· -~·. ·-
. . . • . 
'• 
-
. :!it(A1) ~ ,'&*(AVB) + • Thus p.*(A) + ,..(Br-~ )w(AVB) +6 for 
arbitrary E • Thus I"* (A) + JA-*(B) < 
-
or an ~~er measure we have }df'(AVB) ~ ~(A)_+ ,..-(B). So·n ba:,e 
. '~ ~ ~ 
equality. Hence~ is a metric outer measure • 
. 
Th.-22 The restriction of A,* to the Borel sets /j constitutes 
• .... • C I 
' . 
a left Haar measure. Call the restriction of /A,*, /k By Tho cS, 
p.is a measure defined on the Borel sets. Already the first 
property of a left Haar measure has been satisfiedo For property 
(ii) -c·re derive that/A(yB) = /A!.B) for all y,s!J Bt~o It is possible 
to show th.at (U:A) = {yU:A)o Since a metric space is T29 it is Tl 
- -as ~elle So ,U = ya since in a Tl ~pace a sing~e point is a closed 
•. ,. ' . c:=, --- . - - - -
set. We saw in Th. Al2 that y{J~yUo So ~/Uc:yU. To_get (U:A) = (,U:A), 
= Ci#'.) 
w need to show y(jcyfjo Since fl:;o ~y-lyU = eiJ = U, i-ue have 
. . 
n 
-1 - c::::::,::,I ...... ~ y yU cu. So yU (:yU. Let UCU x.A tihere n is the smallest possible 
.. 1 
n 1 -
integer. Then ju·= ylj C: U Y-XiAo Thus we see that the smallest number 
i=l 
,. of left translates which covers yU is the same as the smallest number 
of left trans;:t.ates which cover98 u. Thus (U:A) = (yU:A). 
Since f .(yU) -==-.. (yU:Vn)/(U0 :V) = (U:V )/(UotV ), fV. ·is inwriant ~ n n n . n 
,.under left translation for each n. Therefore f is invariant as 
well. Thus property (ii) is satisfied by /A-• For prope~r (iii) 
:• 



























'':'MIi~· """114.~ Y·_g- -~- ¥f ~·,~,~--'~~~_ . .a• ~//-S'j"..f:;r-"' - ·"-jf l!!'l!~~S'.. ~-.- · ~ ~· -~"'' ...... -~:"'i~·-•'#(li.".r.t;: """"' """' ~--~,-~, ~_2;;;1, ••·• •··. ~. !'-• "'l!'~.,. ...... , .. -~W·•!l!' . .,.r.-:~-.,• ~"'*1 !1:....,f!'11E~re~1.•"':,."','·'···"~ j , . we w.t..u. reca ttiat for each. compact set o, JA{C) is fJJ11.te. Lat C · . I 
t be a compact s~t. By Th. en, there is a finite subset {A1] or S' 
' Il . 
which G~yars c. ~u~ )di'(~) ~ A_ £(A1) by Th.,, Cl7. So the . 
. . ~i ~ 
- ~ · 1;as-tric iiiu1r JA., is- fi.n:1:te as· ·i11~1J: o ~..w:-ia.lly --;r"G~ifu.ti~li verif-i property · · ,.. ~• ....... ._,..___ ·.·-· 
. 
(iv), 14(U) > O for all nonempty open sets, u. Let x• u. By 
...... 
. : ·~ 
i -
- l '· 
.,· 
- -- - -- -- •.. ,--- - - ---~· - ..... ;;,-····--- ·-·-~ -- -·-- ·.. ·--·------~ ____ ! ____ -, ~-. ·------·-. 
·- -·--~ - ---- -- -- - - - --- -, --- - - --;,--;-
•Jf -;-'"" -
iAI,·· 
· ·definition, there-exists a nbd of x, }I cu. _By choosing ·N-x 
. . X ? 
suitably small, we can assume that its closure is compact since. 
,. 
S is locally compact. \"1ithout loss of generality WA c~n assi.J.me. 
N ___ c U and N ~ S' • Now for, each e > 0, there. is a collection of 
.X -, X . oo . m .. • ' y • . . 
sets {A1~cs• such that L r(A1) ·~ ,41.*(U) +4' and Ncuc .U A1 • i=l X 1=1 
( 
Since w; is compact, we can cover Nx by a finite subset from {A,j). 
n 
Denote this subset by {A! 2. Then N C. U A!. By Th. C20 we have 
1) - X, i=l 
n n c» 
f(N ) ~ f( :~ A!) :: Z:-f(A!) ! r f(A!) ! jJ.~(U) + ~ • Thus 
X i=l 1 i•l - , i=l 1 
t(Nx~ ~ *(U) +E tor all E • Thus f(N:) ~ ~(u). But by Th. c17, 
f(N ) > o. So ~*(U) > o. Thus µ-,is a left Haar measure. 
X 
-· 
!l" •, ' •. 
..... 
. 
_.-..· ,... ·, 
-~-- .... 
' '. . ·: c.·~ .; .. -- -~--
;, ·· . 
·~ 
' > 
.,.. .. ·.· 
~-- '. -~ '~ ., .. , ··;tlij; .. _:- ' 
,.,,.,,,,H,,,·,.,, . .,,,.,,\ 
.-
·~ 
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. CHAPTER D 
FURTHER RESULTS 
AND.! SUMMARY OF INTEGRATION IN TOPOLOGICAL GROOPS 
-
· · In c~er . CI the e:xistence of a left invariant Haar Jll8asure., 
·thus· an integration, -in a topological group· 1mown as a loca.lly 
compact metric group was proved. This result baa a generalization 
due to Banach. For the purposes of the generalization we shall 
call a set in a topological group locally compact if each point I , 
of the space has a nbd. which is countably compact. The essence 
of the generalization is that given a relation of congruence one 
can obtain a le~ Haar measure which assigns the-same value to 
. ~ ,..;;. 
... ~ ~.· ·j,. any two . eongruent ··--sets.,.,; · _. ·, '.:<so-
\. -JI 
.~' 
Let A, B, c, etc., denote subsets of a locally compact 
· separable metric group x. A relation denoted by "J!/ is called a 
congruence ~41ii~~ iff ~ satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) ~ is an equivalence relation9 (ii) if A is a relatively cc 
open subset and if A~ B, then B is open and cc, (iii) if A~ B 
and if ~n5 is a sequence of open cc subsets covering A, then there 
1S a sequence ~Bn"\ of cc open sets covering B such that Bn ~ An for 
-· 
' .•, ,· --_ 
\ 
-·-· __ .;_ I 
all n, (iv) if {Arl)is a sequence of c·c concentric spheres whos~ _ . , .. -,, .. -,~--
___ _ , ~~ - ...._, __ .,. ~~ ... :~..-.6-._ tiiii.:::'~~~ .. ~ .~-~ .. ~~,iii;,~~~--=---~ .. ~-~?."--~ ,iiii,~.._.~. -..-; ,- -~~~....._~, ~ •-:-· ~ '~ «fi .er ... 4!N• ... .- .... .,. iiilt .. .--
· . ..,._ --~ ~-~,t -.iiiililiili_jjji1iiiii' ___ ,,, "ra1!fi tena to o,and if Bn = An for all n, then lim an = Jim bn where 
•,-' : ; 
. .. . . 
.,. ...... ~- ............. 
. ...... 
8n,bn' Bn if the limit exists. 
With this definitien of. eongrnence Banach was able to obta:Jn 
his rasult.. To exttibJ.-~ .. ~:ti:e"_senez:!li ty of this definition · we shall 
-l ~ • ~ -----~ 
- • ~ 
··---··~ 







• • "If 
• • 
. ' . . 




··· ·~· d1l8 to Banach. Let l be aa betore• Let '1 ;.;. f T) denote a set 
of homeomorphisms defined on all of X sati.stying the fc,Uowing 
coii~itions: (i) ':1 forms _a group, (ii) given:;any .. two points x,yCI, 
there is a T in 1 such that T{x) "" .,., {iii) giver. any t.wo. convergent 
.. . .·- "' 
. :· . . . - . . .... . ... 
sequences {Xj:) 9 {r1) 9 and a sequence [T~C J such.that Q-11 CX;t3 
and {T1 {y11J conve:rge9 then )-iln Ti {X;i_) 0 lim '1'1 (y1) o · Relative to 
the set of tran9fomationa ':\ 9 t1:~ro sets A9B are called congruent 
iff there ia a TiE 6:f such that T{A) "" Be Th® sets @f all :rotations, 
translations and isomet:ries a:&"s axamples of imch a J o 
Haarn s original contibu:t:ton, published in 19331 ims a construction 
of a left invariant measure over locally compact separable groups. 
. 
. . 
Von Neum.arm in 1936. i~s able to shci·;r that in the above mentioned 
environment Haar•s measure is unique up to multiplication b7 a 
positive real constant. 
Montgomery and Zippin exhibit a construction ·ot a left invariant 
integral defined on local group. While the constroction resembles 
that of Chapter C, the local group does not resemble anything 
- . 
mentioned prev.l.ouE1ly. A set X is called a local group if it; has a 
I 
b~ary operation defined between some elements and the product when 
>.:· defined belongs again to x. Furthermore, (i) there is an element 
.. - --
. - .... 1.-'1,,:iMtt-• ...-:.~~----~.., ...... ,. .. -::,,...--.~: •. .c, _,...,.,,,._ --~ ........ ,. - .,..,.,.. ~' ce,..::::,.,,,,;·:_· • o..=..- ..... -~-~-· .,::;..;.:... .. ~~.,._,,.,,,,_ •• -..;,i ... ""' c:.=-='"' ... ,;.~..z .=, ..... ~ .... ,,~..,. ........... =--·--....,;..._;~, .. _,.._ .. _ff·/ 
e 6 X such _th.at for all x& X; xe = x • ex, (ii) if Xs,Y($ X and -xy is 
define~9 than there exist nbds U of x and V of y such that if 
~ 
x' 1 y 8' UD V rsspective1y9 tl1en x 8y8 is defi1ned9 (iii) the associative 
law holds i1hen the products are de&edD (iv) if ba O e9 then ab = e. 

















- - - -·- .. - - ·- . . - ---- -- - - - . -- ·-~--- . - -
.- -,.; ...... / ·. 
. . ' 
Balmos proves that ev.,ry locally cC11p&ct topological group 
has at least one regular Haar measure where. by rega.1ar· one means ·· 
a measure all of whose values are determined by the, va~-ueJ$ t,h~ · .. 
.• ' 
·f. 
measure ·takes on compact an4 open sets. The results of Hal.mos, 
• ··: .. . ~0-
\ 
and Montgomeey~ and Zippin are quite general and I lmo-c·Y of no more 
\ 
general results concerning the existence of integrals and measures 
on topological groups. These two aspects of integration are not 
inseparable since in Chapter B tie salJ that Von Neumann obtained 
an invariant integration ·without ~ associated measure. 
This chapter closes with a sketchy discussion or a nontrivial 
e:xample found in Littlewood. 
Consider any multiplicative group H of··n by:n _.Jft8trices having 
complex elements i1hich is closed relative to the usual topo~ogy 
for a2n! Also let all the elements of the matrices be uniformly 
bounded. The following considerations are .intended only to illustrate 
how one might obtain an integral over a specific topological group. 
We take for H that group of n by n matrices having complex elements 
. satisfying A*'A = I. Such matrices are called unitary matrices. 
They have eigenvalu~s ~i where \A.i_\. = 1 and their definition :implies 








- -- I 
' 
• 
- --- . -- . _ .. :· ·-. ··-. • -- ..--.:: .. ,,,.., ... ~..ii-- ~-~ .. ,~.;;..;:. •. • ............... -· ~ ....... iliiiiiilf-.... •ji"i,.-· .... ~~-· _,...--~~ ·o.; 
-- -·~-- .. ~~-·- -~.;---~~-----: -ror-i16as .. ·Ortn8iaeniiti'W8 ·e-m·cn1,~;Ei"~-~trlces or the fom 1 
I+ [a8t] where [a8 t] is skew.,herm:i.tian and the elements of [a8tl 
2 vary continuously in so1ne volume in Rn __ about the zero matrix. 
·' ~ . 
. - - .. 
As a point of interest Li ttlatiood shol'rs that· a.very member of H oaa . be 
repl'f.laented es Jim[I + S/r1]n \1hara· S is skaw--ha·1,hitian. T:11e choice 
ncapco 
of S dep~ds upon what particular member of H we are trying to represent. 
-- -·-··-~---~-~-"--·----··· :._. 






low to define an integral or an· arbitrary nbd of the identity. 
Let {1 + [a8 tJ1 be a fixed nbd of the identity. We .have ast~:' "ilst• 
Hence a68 is pu:rs imaginary. Let a , = ia • ' so that a' ' ·1s real. .. · 
. as ss ss 
·,• 
~ally an a1•bi trary element is ~ ven by ast = a:t + ia :.;, where 
II I to l\lotl let a 08 » a't' a't' (s<t) vary cont~OUSly betwen O and ss s s ,, . 
some fixed a' 9 , a' , a 0 ~ so that [at]· remains skew-hermitian. 0 SS 0 St 0st S 2 
With this definition of a small volume near the unit in Rn 9 the 
integral over this small volume is defined to be \ a 8 t \ = Tfa~~ 1T a;ta~!• 
s<t Next let B be a fixed unitary matrix. Let the matrix dB vary 
so that B + dB is unitary and describes a volume arawld Bo Since H 
-1 
-1 
. · is a group, B (B + dB) a I + B dB is unitary. This translation 
maps nbds· of B into nbds of the ide11tityo Thus the integral of 
B + dB is 1B-1dB \ • The integral over the 1-Jhole space is denoted by 
/aB This is simply -, \ a• s I \a O a O 8 tArhere a O 11 a I a' • vary over • ss S'L~st st ss~ stj st 
the ldlole or Rn2 space. /x(S)a'S',tffiere x is any scalar function or s, 
denotes the integral over the whole space. /x(S)aS • x(S) Tia~~ ITa:ta:t• 
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